
TEACHER’S NOTES 
Reading for Understanding, Analysis and Evaluation 
Understanding 
Classroom Challenge: Page 8 
It will save pupils a lot of time to learn early on how to recognise the difference between 
news articles and opinion/comment pieces. Seeking out for themselves useful reading 
material (print or online version) is a starting point for developing the skills they will need 
for this paper. These opinion pieces can form a rich source of discussion material as well as 
RUAE practice questions. 

 and (f) tackle the same subject but usefully highlight the possible differences in the 
upcoming articles. 

 Possible news stories: (a), (b), (e). Typically, the reader might expect strictly factual 
information to follow: numbers, weather description, times (a), geographical 
location, nationality of pilot, type of plane, fate of pilot (b), names, witness details, 
trial location (e). 

 Possible opinion pieces: (c), (d), (f). Typically, the reader is unsure of where the 
article might lead. Apart from the subject matter: writer’s dislike of Indie music (c), 
writer’s experience of island-hopping (d), writer’s problems with sales (f), we are not 
sure which areas of the subject will be explored throughout the article.  

Classroom Challenge: Pages 10–11 
Questions testing understanding are (b), (c), (d). Key words here are ‘Explain what...’, 
‘Explain two aspects...’ to indicate to pupils that ‘in your own words’ is necessary.  

The words ‘Show how...’, ‘Show fully how’ indicate items from the text will need to be 
selected and commented on for the answer. Pupils will obviously need to use their own 
words for the comment, but the focus is really on the textual item which has been selected 
or ‘shown’. 

Classroom Challenge: Page 12 
These answers simply form the basis for a response but many others would be valid. The 
essential is that both parts of the expression be glossed. 

 ‘grubby charm’: The hotel was attractive/ appealing/had character but it was rather 
dirty/ not well-kept. 

 ‘entrenched poverty’: The country had lacked money/resources for many years/a 
long time. 

 ‘garishly attractive’: The dress had appeal/was beautiful/pretty but it was also 
gaudy/ too brightly coloured/bright and showy/lurid/flashy. 



 ‘erratically brilliant’: The pupil was highly intelligent/really clever/ highly talented but 
was inconsistent/did not always produce good work/standard of work was 
variable/bright by fits and starts. 

 ‘mute hatred’: Although he loathed/despised/had no time for/disliked intensely his 
enemy he was silent/never said anything/ did not give voice to his feelings.   

 ‘controversial success’: The film was a (box office) hit/triumph/crowd-puller/made 
money but it divided/split opinion/not everybody liked it/some liked it, some did 
not. 

Homework Helper: Page 12 
(a) The stories had always had any unpleasantness covered up/ unpleasant truths were 

glossed over/these stories made reality more attractive than it was/ they parcelled 
up reality to look pretty/made reality prettier than it actually was.   

(b) Any two of the following: they had an underlying intention of making you a better 
person (1); they described exciting/thrilling 
events/incidents/exploits/escapades/happenings (1); the conclusions were such that 
worries/terrors/dreads/frights/horrors/panics were overcome and 
villains/baddies/nasty people were got rid of/killed/sent packing. 

Classroom Challenge: Page 13–14 
For practice purposes, this is a slightly shorter passage to summarise than that in the actual 
paper, hence the 4 marks rather than the more traditional 5.  

Possible rephrased bullet points might be 

 Around 1750, a minor pearl-diving settlement grew up there. 
 Soon, money-hungry/money-seeking people from further East and neighbouring 

states settled. 
 It then became a British colony until 1971. 
 After independence, it amalgamated / joined with six other states to form the United 

Arab Emirates. 

Homework Helper: Pages 14–15 
Any five points, with at least one from each side. Acceptable points include: 

(a) Italian flight attendant: 

Gloss of:  

 ‘pleasant’ agreeable/ inoffensive/ not rude 
 ‘ladylike’ well-mannered/well-behaved/courteous/polite/refined/sophisticated 
 ‘can appear intimidating’ seems a bit frightening/ 

menacing/scary/unnerving/discouraging/ detached 
 ‘Weak at...routine administration’ not good/ poor at regular/ day-to-day tasks 



 ‘if not openly irritated by,’ [routine administration] does not like regular/ day-to-day 
tasks  

British flight attendant: 

Gloss of: 

 ‘attentive’/‘comes back again and again’ performs her duties 
conscientiously/thoroughly/is dutiful/responsible 

 ‘smiling all the time’ ... ‘beams’ always good-natured/sunny disposition/seems in a 
good mood 

 ‘waits until your mouth is full, swoops on you from behind’ a bit insensitive to 
passenger position/a bit thoughtless/inconsiderate/unthinking 

(b) Italian flight attendant 

Gloss of: 

 ‘undergoes a change’ starts to behave differently from normal 
 ‘her detachment disappears’ she becomes less stand-offish/ less cold/ becomes 

more approachable/ appears more human 
 ‘what emerges is her inner Mum, sister, confidante, friend and lover’ she becomes 

much warmer/ like a member of your family/ much more caring/genuinely 
concerned 

 ‘actually helps you’ shows real care/consideration/ gives real assistance 
 ‘ice goddess...melted’ loses her coldness/her coolness/detachment disappears 

British flight attendant 

Gloss of: 

 ‘stiffens’ changes/goes rigid 
 ‘inner nanny emerges’ shows her disapproval of non-routine behaviour/ becomes 

intolerant/ shows she believes in disciplined behaviour/ hostile to accidents 
 ‘doesn’t say she’s annoyed but she lets you know’ disapproves in silence/keeps silent 

but indicates irritation/ communicates her irritation/anger silently 

Classroom Challenge: Page 18 
(a) Thoughtful fans will be expecting the press and television to turn on the album 

because /they know that it is their way to build something up before tearing it 
down/the inference is that they first praise what they later destroy/ their early 
praise was excessive so it is usual for them to go back on it later.  

Gloss of:  

 ‘over-the-top praise’-they have already been excessively flattering of the single 



 ‘devilishly incisive wit’ – words were said to be very clever 
 ‘truly cool video’ – mightily impressed by the video/ blown away by the video 
 Since they have been so flattering in this way of the single, it is to expected that 

they will eventually go back on all this. Such is the way of the press. 
(b) Gloss of: 

 ‘conspicuous’ – was really obvious/ stood out (like a sore thumb)/ couldn’t help 
but be noticed / was really noticeable/ it was striking  

 ‘absence’ – was not to be seen / clearly not there/not present/non-presence 
 It is surprising pairing of words: idea of oxymoron/contrast/ words seem to 

contradict each other – the fact she could not to be seen was all that Paul was 
seeing/noticing. 

  



Analysis 
Classroom Challenge: Page 21 
(b), (c) and (d) are examples of analysis questions while (a), (e) and (f) are questions testing 
understanding. (b) and (c) employ the phrase ‘show fully how...’ which indicates an obvious 
analysis question. (a) and (d) have been deliberately juxtaposed to show how the word 
‘explain’, while most commonly found in understanding questions, can also slip into analysis 
questions. Here, however, in (a) we have ‘Explain what...’ (understanding) as opposed to 
‘Explain how...’(analysis). Candidates should be prepared for the possibility of the word 
‘explain’ turning up occasionally in analysis questions.   

Homework Helper: Page 22 
Obviously, there are plenty of variations possible here. Considerations: 4 marks available, so 
perhaps two examples requested. Possible approaches: 

 Show fully how the writer conveys his admiration for the island. 4 marks 
 Show how the writer’s word choice in lines 1-4 [These numbers will need filling in at 

lay-out stage] helps to convey the writer’s appreciation of the island. 4 marks 
 With reference to two examples of word choice from these lines, show fully how he 

makes clear his admiration for the island. 

Possible word choice answers might be any two of the following: 

 ‘idyllic’: writer sees the beach as absolutely wonderful 
 ‘pristine’:  suggests the island is completely untouched 
 ‘majestic jungle’: sees the jungle as glorious/magnificent/awesome/sublime/lofty/ 

most impressive 

Classroom Challenge: Page 23 
The essential here is not to find one ‘correct’ list but to open up a discussion of the 
connotations which candidates might associate with each adjective. Getting them to speak 
of the pictures conjured up in their minds by each adjective is a major step towards 
successful answering of word choice questions. As a follow up exercise, invite the pairs to 
select an adjective of their own choice; ask them to give its denotation and then provide five 
synonyms with their varying connotations. Each pair invites the class to order these 
synonyms in order of attractiveness/ importance/size etc.  

How Does That Work?: Page 23 
(a) ‘strode’ suggests Josh walked into the room confidently/decisively/vigorously 

‘purposefully’ indicates Josh was determined/ meant business/ was focussed 

(b) ‘slouched’ suggests Melanie came in with her shoulders slumped down/ bent over/ 
with lack of enthusiasm/ lazily/ with a couldn’t-care-less attitude. 

‘reluctant’ shows she was not keen/willing to be there.    



As a follow up exercise, candidates might rewrite the text using verbs such as ‘skipped’ or 
‘crept’ and invite a partner to discuss the connotations of the new verb. 

Homework Helper: Page 24 
Any three of the following: 

Gloss of 

 ‘true Utopia’: suggests it was a real paradise/a perfect place/a kind of heaven 
 ‘known only peace/harmony/violence’: suggests people got on with each other 

perfectly/there was never any aggression/warfare/hostility 
 ‘perfect Eden’: suggests a place where all was without flaw/sin/a real 

paradise/everybody was happy. 
 ‘no history of violence/bloodshed’: suggests a place where there had never been any 

hostile actions/warfare 

Homework Helper: Page 26 
The following answers are by no means the only possible ways of responding to the 
demands of the questions; they are intended to offer merely some helpful guidance. 

(a) The writer uses inversion to place emphasis on the word ‘Long’ by placing it at the 
beginning of the sentence. (A more usual word order would be ‘The school day was 
long at that time’.)  

(b) He creates a list of the remembered items and uses the repetition of the phrase ‘the 
+ adjective + noun’. 

(c) After the long sentence listing his memories, he uses a short/minor sentence 
immediately after it. Placed here, the short sentence adds impact/emphasis/ to his 
desire to forget this ‘time’. 

Classroom Challenge: Page 28 
(a) His indecisive nature is shown by his use of ellipsis three times: after ‘well...’ and 

‘to...’ (twice) to show hesitation/lack of confidence/insecurity. 
(b) The speaker ends three one-word sentences with an exclamation mark to show his 

anger/extreme exasperation: ‘Nathan! Stop! Enough!’ He also uses an exclamation 
mark (to show anger/exasperation) at the end of short sentence which follows. He 
then makes a detailed list of just 4 of Nathan’s many excuses (separated by semi-
colons) showing his anger/exasperation. 

(c) He puts inverted commas around ‘grumbling appendix’ to show that he is casting 
doubt on the fact that it is a real condition/to show does not believe it is true. 

(d) He is someone who knows his own mind/can make decisions/can plan ahead since 
all is ‘clear to me know’ and after the following colon he expands/elaborates on 
what is ‘clear’ – cancel the trip permanently. The final ellipsis after ‘take shape in my 
mind.’ shows him anticipating some future, as yet unspecified, plan. 



Homework Helper: Pages 28–29 
1. (a) Uses a colon to introduce a list of the many different places ‘London, Livingston, 

Krakow, Carnoustie’ where you find fitness culture. 

He uses repetition of the idea of how frequently we are forced to face up to the 
fitness culture: ‘Think about how often...’, ‘Think of the number of time times...’, 
‘Think of the times...’, suggesting that the obsession is such that we can never get 
away from it in our daily lives. 

(b) He uses a balanced sentence to complete the paragraph: ‘In pessimistic moods... 
depressing.../optimistic moods...dangerous.’ The balanced sentence pivoting around 
the central semi-colon sharpens the contrast of the two points he is making about 
the fitness culture. 

2. (a) The writer uses a colon to introduce a list of upbeat features, ‘alert, youthful-
looking, now enjoying himself’, to describe a Cluny much changed from the ‘sad guy’ 
he had seemed before. 

(b) After the lengthy sentence beginning ‘From the dock...’, the contrasting, abruptly 
short sentence ‘And life is what he got’ brings home sharply to the reader/ adds to 
the impact of the severity of the sentence. 

3. (a) ‘Would this chaos never end?’ is a rhetorical question showing Fiona’s 
disapproval of the Festival. 

The writer employs a colon to introduce a long list of the negative features ‘traffic’, 
‘tourists’ (× 7) Fiona didn’t like about the festival. (List builds to a climax with ‘a dead 
man in her front garden.’) 

(b) The writer suggests Fiona’s state of mind was confused/disturbed by having her 
employ ellipsis between grammatically unconnected items: ‘there was … I found … 
well, he was … dead.’ The fragments of a sentence show her state of minds was such 
she could not construct a proper sentence. 

Classroom Challenge: Page 30 
1. False. A short sentence after a long usually intensifies the effect. 
2. False. As well as a list, a colon often introduces an 

explanation/illustration/elaboration/an expansion of an idea/description. 
3. True. 
4. False. Can suggest anticipation/drama. 
5. True. 
6. False. Used for effect/to make a point, often to win the reader over to the writer’s 

viewpoint. 



7. False. Usually, the information between the dashes adds interesting but inessential 
information. 

8. True. 
9. False. Usually intensifies/ emphasises/ underlines the importance of idea the writer 

is putting forward. 
10. True. 

Classroom Challenge: Page 32 
all this: refers back to the dreary condition of the state before the new ruler 

misery was turned on its head: refers forward to the exciting modernisation of the state. 

Homework Helper: Page 32 
‘this sad tale’: refers back to examples of how high street trade has been destroyed 

‘half the story’: refers forward to the additional effect this destruction had on people 
themselves 

Classroom Challenge: Page 34 
(a) simile (b) personification (c) onomatopoeia (d) alliteration (e) hyperbole (f) assonance (g) 
alliteration (h) metaphor. 

Homework Helper: Pages 35–37 
1. ‘herbs hang in handfuls from the homely ceiling’: the alliteration on the soft letter ‘h’ 

gives a hushed/quiet aural image, underlining the indoor peace. 

‘as if summer itself had somehow been captured in a glass jar [and the lid firmly 
sealed]’: the simile helps convey how the garden seemed to bottle /capture ‘peace 
and tranquillity’ like a fine wine/perfume in a container.  

2. (a) ‘like a cross between Marty McFly and Jess the Cat’: the simile liking the writer to 
two well-known comic characters suggests he is gently mocking himself/ not taking 
himself too seriously. 

(b) ‘like human parcels’: the simile suggests the passengers saw themselves as objects, 
unconcerned/not bothered about the lack of human passenger comfort. 
They seemed to accept and go along with the discomfort of treating themselves not as 
human beings but as non-human packages. 

(c) ‘like remote Atlantic islands.’: the simile suggests their Gaelic vocabulary was vast 
and there was only the occasional word dotted here and there in English, like small 
land masses in a great sea.   

3. (a) ‘blushing bridesmaids outside a country church’: the metaphor underlines that 
the ‘tough- looking twenty-somethings’ are not as macho as they would like to 
appear by saying they are no more toughly masculine than a bride’s female 



attendants at her wedding. / Brides’ attendants in their feminine wedding outfits are 
a far cry from being macho, so the writer finds the toughs’ outward appearance 
unconvincing.    

(b) ‘like lepers begging for a miracle’: the simile suggests the fans had the intensity/ 
passion of people appealing to / beseeching their ‘saviour’ (here Morrissey) to cure 
them, as if from a deadly disease. 

Classroom Challenge: Page 39 
 MARKERS TONE 

(a)  exaggeration (hyperbole); joke Humorous 
(b)  use of statistics (£790/£1240); non-emotive language Factual/matter of fact 
(c)  coming bottom of poll is not starting well; saying the 

opposite of what is meant.  
Ironic/tongue in cheek (not 
sarcastic) 

(d)  use of slang (‘bloke’; ‘he’s like...’, ‘wanna’); 
short/one-word sentences; use of 
exclamation/question marks. 

Chatty/informal/colloquial 

(e)   ‘worn-torn’; rhetorical question.  Emotive 
 

  



Evaluation 
Classroom Challenge: Page 43 

 References to Tardis and Dr Who connect back to the expression ‘time travel’ in 
the opening paragraph. 

 References to ‘17th century’ and ‘closes’ pick up topics mentioned in the 
introduction. 

 ‘Spare a thought’ continues the line of chatty, informal commands found in 
opening paragraph ‘But take a few minutes’, ‘Slip down…’ 

 Short concluding sentence brings the piece to a punchy/dynamic/forceful end. 

In all, the connecting references and continuing features of style could be said to give a 
pleasing cyclical feel to the opening and closing paragraphs. 

Homework Helper: Page 44 
Various possibilities here but the most common answers might revolve around: 

 like a fairy pool [come upon in dreams]: this simile suggests the loch was like an 
enchanted/magical place, quite out of the ordinary and with the beauty of fantasy. 

 multitude of silver-stemmed birches: The large quantity of these silver trunks creates 
a beautiful picture of a forest of shiny, gleaming rods, all reflecting in the water. 

 the veil of their hair: Comparing the birch leaves to hair emphasises the fact that 
they were topped by a see-through, delicate covering, just like a woman’s gossamer-
like head-covering. The personification shows how alive the trees seemed. 

 the feathered bravery of a rowan tree.: This suggests the delicate leaves of the 
rowan tree faced up to/stood up to the elements boldly. This metaphor creates an 
attractive picture of a courageous tree in an overpowering landscape.   

 these court ladies: court ladies at a royal court would always be beautifully dressed 
and elegant. This personification of the trees underlines/emphasises/ draws 
attention to the living beauty of the trees. 

Full analysis of an image - three marks. Clear analysis of an image – two marks. Weak 
analysis of an image - one mark. Misunderstanding of an image no marks. 

  



EXAM-STYLE TESTS 
Test 1: Tax the fat 
Marking should be positive – award marks for demonstration of skills, knowledge and 
understanding, do not deduct marks from a maximum due to errors or omissions.  

1 Evaluation 

 Sentence Structure - Use of questions (1) to make the reader think (1) 
 Imagery - Simile ‘like giant kebabs’ (1) is a humorous/relevant image (1) 
 Word choice – ‘waddle’ (1) creates an amusing image of someone 

struggling to walk properly (1) 
 Hyperbole – image of newsagent sweating when handing over money (1) 

is an exaggerated example of someone’s weight impairing their activities 
(1) 

 Up to 2 marks for relevant examples, up to 2 marks for relevant 
comment. 

4 

2 Analysis 

 Use of parenthesis (1) to add in extra information/to emphasise the 
amount of money that overweight people cost the country (1) 

 Use of repetition/parallel structure (‘People…’) (1) to emphasise that 
most people are able to resist over eating (1) 

 Use of a long/climactic final sentence (1) to highlight how ridiculous 
some people’s eating habits have become (1) 

 1 mark for relevant example, 1 mark for relevant comment. 

2 

3 Understanding 

 Gloss on “mildly” (1) 
 Gloss on “fascistic” (1) 
 Explanation of surprising juxtaposition (i.e. fascism is an extreme political 

viewpoint, which contrasts with the gentler connotations of mildly) (1) 

3 

4 Analysis 

 Metaphor “tailor” (1) to show how people’s tax bills would be 
personalised (1) just like someone’s clothes can be altered to fit (1) 

 Students may also discuss the way clothes need to be altered if people 
gain weight (1) 

 1 mark for relevant evidence, plus up to 2 marks for appropriate 
comment. 

3 

5 
(a) 

Understanding 

 Save money (gloss on ‘offset the economic burden’) (1) 

2 



 Encourage people to eat more healthily (gloss on ‘act as a deterrent’) (1) 
 1 mark for each valid point. 

5 
(b) 

Understanding (overview) 

 Objections 
o It is an unfair restriction (gloss on ‘infringement of their human 

rights’) (1) 
o It is bigotry (gloss on ‘prejudice’) (1) 

 Rebuttal 
o We accept other similar restrictions (e.g. speed limit) (1) 
o Most people choose to be overweight/eat unhealthily (1) 

1 mark for each valid point. 

4 

6 Analysis 

 Sentence Structure: Short sentence ‘nonsense’/‘piffle’/‘poppycock’ (1) to 
emphasise how ridiculous the point is (1) 

 Sentence structure: Question ‘have you ever seen a fat skeleton?’ (1) to 
make the reader think, and realise this is ridiculous (1) 

 Word choice: ‘piffle’ (1) shows this point is nonsense (1) 
 Sentence structure: longer sentence ‘fat people…their bulk around’ (1) 

contrasts with earlier shorter sentence by providing a long/rational 
explanation (1) 

 Sentence structure: repetition of fat (1) to create a critical tone towards 
overweight parents (1) 

 Word choice of ‘debunk’ (1) to show that these claims can be proven to 
be false (1) 

 Word choice of ‘myth’ (1) to show that these claims are fanciful/made 
up (1) 

 Up to 3 marks for relevant evidence, plus up to 3 marks for appropriate 
comment. 

6 

7 Analysis 

 Sentence structure: listing of items (1) to emphasise how many different 
things he bought (comment must address quantity and/or variety of 
items to be awarded the mark) (1) 

 Sentence structure: parenthetical list of vegetables (1) adding in even 
more detail to the list to further emphasise how much he was able to 
buy (1) 

 Word choice: sack (1) has connotations of an especially large bag, 
suggesting he bought a lot of fruit (1) 

4 



 Word choice: organic (1) has connotations of being more natural, less 
artificial etc. (1) 

 Up to 2 marks for relevant evidence, plus up to 2 marks for appropriate 
comment. 

8 Evaluation 

 Hyperbolic example (‘dying’) (1) shows how serious his point is (1) 
 Metaphor of ‘bitter pill’ (1) is an appropriate one explaining that his 

suggestions may make Britain healthier, like medicine (1) 
 Contrast between ‘bitter pill’ and ‘second helping of treacle pud’ (1) 

reflects the central point about choosing what to eat/lack of self-control 
(1) 

 1 mark for relevant evidence, plus 1 mark for appropriate comment. 

2 

 

  



Test 2: Trains 
Marking should be positive – award marks for demonstration of skills, knowledge and 
understanding, do not deduct marks from a maximum due to errors or omissions.  

1 Evaluation 

 Joke about service being improved with a strike (1) suggests service is 
normally terrible (1) 

 Sentence Structure – parallel structure – series of short statements 
beginning “I” (1) to emphasise his personal interest (1) 

 Word choice – ‘calamities’ (1) suggests the problems facing Southern Rail 
are terrible (1) 

 Word choice – ‘death robot’ (1) humorous suggestion that trains are 
lethal (1) 

 Humorous image of him dropping cricket ball (1) to show his lack of skill 
(1) 

 Direct address to the reader (1) creates a more personal tone (1) 
 Up to 2 marks for relevant examples, up to 2 marks for relevant 

comment. 

4 

2 (a) Understanding 

 Gloss on “privilege” (1) 
 Gloss on “incarcerated” (1) 
 Explanation of surprising juxtaposition (i.e. people don’t want to be 

imprisoned, so it’s hardly something people would aspire to) (1) 

3 

2 (b) Analysis 

 Word choice of “mess” (1) suggests things are disorganised/chaotic (1) 
 Word choice of “unhappy travellers” (1) suggests the conditions make 

people miserable (1) 
 Imagery “packed together like sardines” (1) suggests passengers are 

packed very closely together (1) 
 Word choice of “lucky” (1) suggests most people have to stand / it is 

random whether you get a seat (1) 
 Hyperbole “£50 on…pastille” (1) humorously suggests that food is very 

expensive (1) 
 Quotation marks around “buffet” (1) suggests the food is unsatisfactory 

(1) 
 1 mark for relevant example, 1 mark for relevant comment. 

4 

3 Understanding 4 



 Expensive (1) 
 Need to prebook (1) 
 No guaranteed seat (1) 
 Not enough space (1) 
 Disrupts people travelling to work (1) 
 Worse than trains in India (1) 
 1 mark for each valid point 

4 Understanding 

 No-one was sitting there (1) 
 He would move if anyone came (1) 

2 

5 Understanding 

 Had to be taken over by the government when the private company 
folded (1) 

 When run by government it was more efficient (1) 
 When run by government it gave better service (1) 
 Now it’s private again, it’s inefficient again (1) 
 1 mark for each valid point. 

4 

6 Analysis 

 Word choice of “haemorrhage” (1) suggests we are losing money 
quickly/dangerously (1) 

 Sentence structure – parenthetical “surprise!” (1) to emphasise they are 
making money from our government’s poor choices (1 

 1 mark for relevant evidence, plus 1 mark for appropriate comment 

2 

7 (a) Understanding 

 It seems outdated (1) 
 It may make more money (1) 
 It is now politically relevant (1) 
 It might prove to be popular (1) 
 1 mark for each valid point. 

3 

7 (b) Analysis/Evaluation 

 Contrast between old fashioned image of socialists with economic 
efficiency (1) relates back to earlier point/is a key idea of the article (1) 

 Alliteration of “economically efficient” (1) emphasises the positive effect 
of nationalisation (1) 

4 



 Sentence structure – short sentence “time will tell” (1) emphasise that 
these problems could be solved in the future (1) 

 Final humorous reference to booking for 2025 (1) reinforces earlier point 
about needing to prebook (1) 

 Conversational tone (1) makes the reader engage with his ideas (1) 
 2 marks for relevant evidence, plus 2 marks for appropriate comment 

 

  



Critical Reading 
Scottish texts 
Bold Girls by Rona Munro 

Classroom Challenge: Pages 63–64 
Possible answers might include: 

‘toys that are new and gleaming and flashing 
with lights[...] have swallowed up the year’s 
savings’  

Puts generous treatment of her children 
before money 

‘the kettle always hot for tea’ Welcoming/hospitable character 
‘it’s furniture bald with age’ Doesn’t spend money on material things  
‘the coal fire that’s gleaming clean’  Diligent house-wife/hard working in the 

home 
‘a small picture of the Virgin on one wall’ Christian values are important  
‘a large grainy blow-up photo of a smiling 
young man’ 

The size of this picture suggests the 
importance of this person to Marie 

 

Classroom Challenge: Page 64 

Possible answers might include: 
‘Are you still on for the club tonight?’ (p.5) Outgoing/sociable/enjoys club life 
‘Heart like a Brillo pad, that’s me’ (p.9) Presents herself as hard-hearted as a way 

of protecting herself against the falseness 
of men. But is it true? Softer side seen on 
p.31.   

‘I fell out with my mummy on the delivery 
room floor.’ (p.9) 

Witty. Troubled relationship with her 
mother over the long-term 

‘And here’s me never stopped dancing since 
they took mine away.’ (p.25) 

Despises her imprisoned husband. 
(Contrast with Marie and her dead 
husband.)  

‘(With sudden vehemence) Oh Marie, I wish I 
was out of this place!’  (p.31) 

Passionate in her desire to leave Belfast. 

‘Lying hounds every one of them.’  (p.31) Has grown to despise all men through 
unhappy experiences.  

‘I’ve two hundred pounds saved. I’m going. 
(p.57)  

For someone who knows the price of 
everything (club scene), she is self-
deceived in her passion to leave. £200 is 
not a realistic sum to realise a dream. 

 

  



Classroom Challenge: Page 65 
Possible answers might include: 

 Symbolic Use How it advances the story 
line 

Nora’s peach-coloured 
polyester 

Provides Nora with her 
consoling dream to make 
life bearable. Emblematic 
of the materialism of the 
world around her.   

Deirdre first steals it, 
driving Nora for the first 
time in the play to a crisis 
of despair. By slashing it to 
pieces, Deirdre reveals in 
full the callous, dark side 
of her nature.  

Cassie’s £200 behind the 
picture 

Provides Cassie with her 
consoling dream of 
possible escape. Her 
desperation to leave blinds 
her to the inadequacy of 
the sum. 

Its theft provokes a crisis 
of despair in Cassie, 
revealing her deepest 
emotion so far. 

Michael’s picture Provides Marie with her 
consoling dream of having 
married a fine man and 
father. 

By destroying the picture 
herself, Marie accepts for 
the first time her earlier 
suspicions that Michael 
was not really the man she 
wanted to believe he was.  

Deirdre’s knife Deirdre believes that with 
her stolen knife she can 
obtain for herself her ‘wee 
bit of hard truth’ about 
who she is. Symbolically, it 
can cut through the veiled 
reality. 

Her destructive rampage 
brings about a real crisis in 
the already stormy 
relationship between Nora 
and Cassie.    

Michael’s blue car Underlines Michael’s 
irresponsibility in betting a 
valuable asset on a silly 
wager.  

Reveals to audience that 
Michael might not be all 
Marie thinks he was. It is in 
this car that Deirdre first 
saw Michael and Cassie, 
which sets her off on her 
quest for the truth.  

Breadcrumbs Giving breadcrumbs to the 
birds (p.29) suggests 
Marie’s kindness and 
decency in the face of a 
violent world all around 
her.  

By getting Deirdre to 
prepare breadcrumbs for 
the birds in the play’s final 
lines, Marie is bringing 
about change in Deirdre, 
turning her from violent to 
kind-hearted action. 

 



Classroom Challenge: Page 66 
Possible answers might include: 

‘Cassie – do you believe in ghosts?’ (p.9) Deirdre has been a ‘haunting’ presence 
outside Marie’s house a few times, 
revealing persistence in trying to make 
contact. Her ghost-like appearance aided 
not only by her white dress but by her 
similarity to Michael.  

‘I’m wet, I’m cold. I want to get inside.’ 
(p.13) 

Her present life is bleak and miserable. She 
wants ‘inside’ i.e. into Marie’s welcoming 
home.  

She has heavy black make-up on, smudged 
slightly [...] as if she’s been crying. (p.18) 

Is trying to appear more adult than she is 
but her life is clearly unhappy as the tears 
suggest. 

‘I need a knife. [...] I thought I’d like that. A 
wee bit of hard truth you could hold in your 
hand and point where you liked.’ (p.24) 

Seeing how a knife got at the truth in a 
violent scene she witnessed, she feels a 
knife of her own would help her cut to the 
truth about her father.  

‘Brick in your hand, hard in your hand, hit 
skin and it’ll burst open and bleed...’ (p.49) 

Surrounded by Belfast violence, she is 
conditioned to seeing violence as a way of 
getting what you want. 

‘No one will tell you the truth to your face.’ 
(p.74) 

She is unlike the adults in the play in 
actively seeking the truth: Cassie is 
concealing it, Marie is avoiding confronting 
it. Being young, Deirdre has not yet learnt 
that the truth can be difficult to handle.  

Marie touches Deirdre’s shoulder. Deirdre 
flinches[...] Marie turns her gently. She 
looks at her bruised body. (p.77) 

She is clearly a victim of domestic abuse 
from the man living with her mother. 

‘I’ll get the other fiver for you.’ (p.79) Capable of being moved by Marie’s 
narrative on her life with Michael, she now 
loses her aggression, showing compassion 
in this simple sentence. Capable of 
redemption. 

 

  



Homework Helper: Page 67 
Possible answers might include: 

Featured item Commonality Page reference 
Cassie’s unrealistic view of 
the world: ‘I’m going 
anyway, money or no 
money.’ p66 

Her unrealistic view of 
dieting: ‘Six gin and limes, I 
worked it out...mind you, I 
could always give the 
grapefruit a miss...’ 

16 

Nora’s capacity to turn 
painful events into 
humorous yarns: ‘Oh do you 
remember the night they 
took Joe?’ p26 

Her loss of her bamboo 
suite is similarly 
transformed: ‘And then the 
Brits are through and do 
they not run over it?’ 

46 

Marie’s kindness to birds: ‘I 
just like to feed them.’ p29 

Final lines of play see her 
instructing Deirdre to do the 
same: ‘Someone should 
feed them. You make 
crumbs of that.’ 

80 

The women live in a close-
knit community: ‘...there 
was a Deirdre McMahon 
used to live up there – sure 
but she’d be twenty-five 
now at least.’ 

They feel they know their 
neighbours even when they 
don’t know their names: ‘It 
was him with the dog. /At 
the chemists? / His brother.’ 

35 

Nora’s humour coming from 
exaggeration: ‘Foam right 
up to the walls.’ p6  

She exaggerates the 
revealing nature of Cassie’s 
dress: ‘Cassie Ryan, you’re 
sitting here, bare-breasted 
in front of the whole town!’ 

39 

At times Deirdre appears 
aggressive: There is a 
thunderous knocking at the 
door.   p17 

She imagines a violent 
reaction to the raid at the 
club: ‘...hit skin and it’ll 
burst open and bleed, hit 
bones and they’ll break, 
hear them snap.’ 

49 

Deirdre also appears like an 
insecure little girl at times: 
She stands uncertain in the 
centre of the room.  p18 

Her vocabulary can be 
childish and wistful: ‘He was 
my daddy.’ ‘My mummy 
told me.’ ‘No one will tell 
you the truth to your face.’ 

74 

 

Homework Helper: Pages 69–70 
1. d); 2. e); 3. a); 4. b); 5. c). 

  



EXAM-STYLE TESTS 

Topic Test 1 
1. Various answers are possible but these are some that may be helpful. Comment (x2) 

and textual reference (x2) required for 4 marks:  

a) Matter of fact/ logical: Where else would I go? 

b) Flippant/humorous/witty: Superglue/Aye you’re a bold woman altogether. / I 
took  

   lessons./I’m a mug.  

c) Embarrassed: Oh Cassie! 

d) Reflective/ thoughtful: I’ve a lot to be thankful for./...I’ve had better times with 
Michael       

    than a lot of women get...  

e) Ironic: ...you know how to look on the bright side of things... 

2. Any comment (× 2) plus reference (× 2) for 4 marks from either category. 

Word choice:  

 boys...growing out of their clothes: suggests Marie cannot keep pace with 
increasing challenge 

 licking envelopes: suggests contempt/disdain for the low-skill/ pettiness of the 
task 

 wage […] wouldn’t keep a budgie: exaggeration to show the tiny sum she earns 
 three red bills: suggests for all her efforts she is not managing her expenses 

Sentence structure:  

Long sentence/ list of problems which mounts to a climax to lay out/illustrate/enumerate 
Marie’s miserable/unfortunate circumstances 

3. Comment (× 2) plus reference (× 2) for 4 marks. 

Word choice: 

 ...good hands and warm skin...: physical appeal 
 wrap him round you... protective role like a warm coat 
 to keep the rain off; useful as a barrier to life’s problems 
 smells like excitement...gives off a strong aura/vibes of possibility of breaking 

with routine 



 smells like escape. gives off a strong aura/vibes of possibility of being able to 
find a life elsewhere 

Sentence structure: 

Repetition of he smells like (excitement...escape) intensifies the man’s appeal almost to the 
point of being a physical aroma. 

4. Two possibilities of consolation: 

(In the extract) Marie finds consolation in her home, family and job (1) while Nora 
(elsewhere in the text) finds consolation in the peach-coloured polyester fabric with which 
she will decorate her home (1). 

ALTERNATIVELY 

 [Marie finds consolation in her memories of her life with Michael (1) while Nora finds 
consolation in the peach-coloured polyester fabric with which she will decorate her 
home (1)]   

 my kids, a job, a nice wee house (1): these three give Marie all the 
satisfaction/consolation she wants. (1) 

 fifteen yards of remnant and [...] my front room just a wee dream again (1):   peach 
polyester helps Nora escapes into her ‘dream’, to forget the violent reality of life in 
Belfast. (1) 

 I’ve two hundred pounds saved and I’m getting out (1): Cassie consoles herself with 
the idea that her £200 she has saved will help her escape from her unhappy life. (1) 

  



Topic test 2 
1. Possible answers include: 

(Any one for one mark) 

 Despite the ‘troubles’, they still go out to enjoy themselves. 
 Their best evenings are not dependent on the presence of men. 
 They go to places that are not particularly chic/classy.  
 Death is no stranger to their lives. 
 They live in a close-knit community where relationships are usually known. 
 They are ready to spend money on enjoying themselves. 

2. a) Didn’t know him / can’t put a face to him / Was he young? (any one for 1 mark). 
Marie is focusing on the dead young man, even though she did not seem to know him 
personally. (1) 

b) There’s that cramp again, in my leg/My shoes, a size too small/don’t let me fall off 
them (any one for 1 mark). Cassie is focusing more on her personal comfort rather 
than on the dead man. (1) 

3. His mother’s sister-in-law’s sister; its close enough. (1) Her concern with placing the 
woman’s exact relationship to the boy seems comic/humorously out of place at a 
funeral. (1) 

They still hadn’t got my prescription in. (1) Again, her remark is comically out of place 
at a funeral. Mention of the boy’s connection with the chemist reminds her of an 
irritation with the chemist. (1) 

4. Humour is never far from the surface in the dialogue, particularly in the dialogue of 
Nora who often narrates painful moments with humour, perhaps as a way of coping 
with the pain.  Possible answers might include. 

Despite the grim times in which the play is set, the writer uses humour extensively, 
often (as here at a young boy’s funeral) to relieve the painful nature of what is 
happening or being recounted. (1)   Humour is also often used in the stories which 
Nora’s tells about her past, rather sad, life. (1) 

They still hadn’t got my prescription in. (1) Being told of the dead boy’s connection 
with her chemist sets Nora off on a humorously inappropriate thought for a funeral. 
(1) 

When Nora’s son-in-law Joe was arrested she confronted the soldier asking if he 
would strike a woman (1) and Wallop! Knocked her straight through the hedge. 
Although a violent outcome, the incident is told hilariously by the women, perhaps to 
cope with the pain of the memory. (1) 



I don’t think his boots were fitting too well. (1) Seeing the gap at the back of a soldier’s 
boots, Nora pours Cassie’s drink into them during the brutal raid on the club, much to the 
soldier’s fury and the women’s laughter. (1) 

  



Hieroglyphics and Other Stories by Anne Donovan 

Homework Helper: Pages 77–78 
‘... the glitter jist brought everythin tae life, 
gleamin an glisterin agin the flat cardboard. It 
wis like the difference between a Christmas 
tree skinklin wi fairy lights an wan lyin deid 
and daurk in a corner.’ 

For Clare, the sparkle and brightness of 
her glitter pens are quite magical. Their 
colourfulness is to her as dramatic as the 
difference between life and death. This 
quotation is particularly significant in that 
Clare is associated with colour, light and 
life, whereas her father is colourless and 
dying. 

‘It’s good tae find sumpn that cheers him up 
even a wee bit because ma daddy’s really 
sick.’ 

Clare has a kindly, warm heart. 

‘[he] stares at a patch on the downie cover 
where there’s a coffee stain that ma ma 
cannae wash oot.’ 

Whereas Clare is associated with bright 
colours and glitter, her father here stares 
at the dull brown coffee stain. This colour 
might suggest the sombre, grim fact of his 
impending death, a fact which, like the 
stain, cannot be removed.   

‘In the end ah sellt ma dinner tickets tae big 
Maggie Hughes and all week ah wis 
starving...’ 

Determined to obtain the glitter pens to 
do something for her father. Prepared to 
put up with much for her ambition. Shows 
generosity. 

‘Blue veins criss-crossed the back of her 
haun. Why were veins blue when blood wis 
red?’ 

Even at moments of grief, colour is never 
far away from Clare’s thoughts. She 
seems to view the world through colours. 

‘You cannae wear red tae a funeral. You have 
tae show respect fur the deid.’ 

Her aunt is the voice of tradition as far as 
funeral clothes go. Respect to her is 
wearing dull, sombre clothes, such as 
Clare’s school uniform of navy and grey. 

‘Then ah stood and looked in the mirror at 
the glowin figure afore me and ah smiled.’ 

She finally achieves her ambition to 
celebrate her father’s passing in the way 
she wants to, in glowing colours. 

 

Classroom Challenge: Page 79 
P.43 She stuck purple plasticene balls over 
her baby sister’s face and she ‘felt good 
inside, warm and full.’ when she had done 
it. 

Alison appears to have had rather un-
sisterly feelings towards Katie at an early 
age. 

P.44 Katie is called ‘an angel’ by her teacher 
and ‘a princess’ by her father. 

Katie appears to be admired by outsiders 
and family members alike. 

P.44 ‘Why can’t you be more like your 
sister?’ 

Alison is compared unfavourably with Katie 
by her mother. 



P.45 She is beginning to doubt the 
existence of Santa. ‘...if there is a real Santa 
anyway...’ 

Alison appears to be of an age when she is 
beginning to think for herself. 

P.46 She starts the letter in four different 
ways. ‘Dear Santa/Please could you/I would 
like/If its no too much bother’  

The task of writing to Santa appears to 
cause Alison considerable difficulty. 

P.47 She doesn’t like her husband showing 
affection by touching her affair. ‘...she jerks 
her heid away [...] just lik she does when 
ma daddy tries tae touch it.’  

Alison’s mother may be undemonstrative in 
her reactions to others in the family. 

P.47 The fact that the mother does not 
close the door entirely, leaving ‘a wee crack 
of light’ hints perhaps that all is not 
darkness and gloom in the relationship.  

Anne Donovan hints that there may be 
some hope for some future improvement in 
the mother/daughter relationship. 

 

Classroom Challenge: Pages 80–81 
P.77 Amy’s haund was roastin in they furry 
mitts, [...] heat seepin through,warmin her.   

Amy’s human warmth is hinted at early in 
the story.   

P.78 ‘Late night shoppers, trippin ower wan 
another tae buy presents that’d be 
returned on Boxin Day, everybody in a bad 
mood, trachled wi parcels.’ 

Sandra takes a cynical, jaundiced view of 
Christmas, seeing it just as a commercial 
event, making life difficult for everybody. 
Just a nuisance. 

P.82 Sandra didnae want her tae know, she 
was too young. She wished she could of 
thought of a story.  

Sandra is keen to protect Amy from the 
harsh facts of homelessness.  

P.82 ‘He could come and stay wi us.’ Suggests the spontaneous generosity of the 
child. 

P.83She rummled in her purse, pulled oot 
three pound coins. 
‘Here.’ 

Sandra perhaps has a conscience about 
squashing Amy’s idea of helping the young 
man. 

P.83 ‘This is murder, so it is. Ah’ll be glad 
when it’s all over. Gets worse every year.’  

The woman on the bus’s attitude suggests 
Sandra’s view is not unique, but rather that 
of other older people. 

P.83 Various possibilities from last 
paragraph; all emphasise the grimness of 
her circumstances as she stares intae the 
dark night.  

Anne Donovan suggests that Sandra’s 
weary view of Christmas may stem from a 
rather sad life. Perhaps we should not 
judge her too harshly. 

 

  



Classroom Challenge: Page 82 
‘Ah mind they were birlin and dancing roond 
like big black spiders.’ (P.1) 

Mary, right from the start, is a girl who 
sees the world in pictures. It is not only 
her learning difficulties she describes in 
graphic terms. Other schoolroom 
situations which she portrays in pictorial 
terms include ‘sittin up like circus lions’; 
‘like a field a racehorses’  

‘But they didnae follow oany rules that ah 
could make sense of. (P.1) 

Mary has a sharp, logical mind 
independent of her reading and writing 
problems. She sees other shortcomings in 
the world of the classroom, i.e. needless 
multiplicity of sets of rules, the limited 
use of collective nouns. 

‘They gave me aw these tests an heard ma 
readin and tellt ma ma ah hud a readin age of 
6.4 an a spellin age of 5.7 and Goad knows 
whit else, but naebdy ever asked me whit wis 
gaun oan in ma heid. So ah never tellt them. 
(P.3) 

Adult communication with Mary is poor. 
They hide behind tests rather than ask her 
to describe her problems. Faced with 
meaningless statistics, Mary falls silent.   

‘She’s a poor wee soul but she tries very 
hard.’ (P.5) 

Adults show a condescending, patronising 
approach to Mary. They fail to see that, 
far from being a ‘poor wee soul’, she has 
a sharp intelligence.  

‘And there seemed tae be an empty space aw 
roond me in the class, fur naebdy sat next tae 
me if they could help it.’ (P.6) 

Mary’s dyslexia creates barriers not only 
between her and her teachers but also 
between Mary and her classmates, thus 
emphasising further her isolation. 

‘And gradually ah progressed fae writin wee 
messages tae writin whole stories in 
pictures.’ (P.7) 

Mary quietly starts remedying her 
communication problem entirely on her 
own. From being incapable of expressing 
herself on paper, she now has a means of 
writing about her life and family. 

‘So ah drew a wee picture of masel wi a 
cheery face on it, pit ma story right on tap ae 
the pile and planted the whole doon in the 
centre of his desk.’ (P.11) 

Now, thanks to her own creativity, Mary 
has moved from someone on the margins 
of the class to someone whose work 
belongs with that of the rest of the class, 
sharing with them a central position on 
the teacher’s desk.  

 
  



Homework Helper: Page 82 
Characters Name Appearance in which 

story? 
Heroine with sharp 
intelligence who struggles 
with reading and writing 

Mary Ryan Hieroglyphics 

A girl whose mother does not 
love her 

Alison Dear Santa 

Heroine who loved glitter 
pens 

Clare All that Glisters 

Woman who worked extra 
hours to make more money 
for Christmas 

Sandra Away in a Manger 

Girl who feels isolated from 
class mates 

Mary Hieroglyphics 

A girl with whom a heroine is 
unfavourably compared 

Katie Dear Santa 

A girl who feels compassion 
towards a homeless man 

Amy Away in a Manger 

 

Classroom Challenge: Page 83 
1. 
‘So ah drew a wee picture of masel wi a 
cheery face on it, pit ma story right on tap ae 
the pile and planted the whole lot doon in 
the centre of his desk.’ 

Hieroglyphics 

‘Whit the hell dae you think you’re daein? Go 
and get changed this minute.’ 

All That Glisters 

‘Once and for all, he’s no comin hame wi us. 
And if you don’t stop gaun on aboot it Santa’ll 
no come this year either.’ 

Away in a Manger 

‘Ah love stroking her hair, it’s that soft and 
fuzzy but she cannae be bothered wi that and 
jerks her heid away, sayin don’t you’ll mess it 
up.’  

Dear Santa 

‘Amy stared at the man, her heid tae one 
side. “He could come and stay wi us.”’ 

Away in a Manger 

‘In the end ah selt ma dinner tickets tae big 
Maggie Hughes [...] But on Friday it wis worth 
it when ah went doon the shops tae buy the 
pens.’ 

All That Glisters 

‘But if you were an Egyptian you could read 
hieroglyphics, sur.’ 

Hieroglyphics 



‘Then ah stood and looked in the mirror at 
the glowin figure afore me and ah smiled. 
Subtle, daddy? 
Aye, hen, subtle.’ 

All that Glisters 

 

2. 

Finding empowerment Being Spontaneous Communication across the 
generations 

‘So ah drew a wee picture of 
masel wi a cheery face on it, 
pit ma story right on tap ae the 
pile and planted the whole lot 
doon in the centre of his desk.’ 
‘In the end ah selt ma dinner 
tickets tae big Maggie Hughes 
[...] But on Friday it wis worth 
it when ah went doon the 
shops tae buy the pens.’   
‘Then ah stood and looked in 
the mirror at the glowin figure 
afore me and ah smiled. 
Subtle, daddy? 
Aye, hen, subtle.’ 

‘Amy stared at the man, 
her heid tae one side. “He 
could come and stay wi 
us.”’ 
 ‘As ah picked it up and 
held it in ma fingers, an 
idea came to me.’ 
‘But if you were an 
Egyptian you could read 
hieroglyphics, sur.’ 

‘Whit the hell dae you 
think you’re daein? Go and 
get changed this minute.’ 
‘Once and for all, he’s no 
comin hame wi us. And if 
you don’t stop gaun on 
aboot it Santa’ll no come 
this year either.’ 
‘Ah love stroking her hair, 
it’s that soft and fuzzy but 
she cannae be bothered wi 
that and jerks her heid 
away, sayin don’t you’ll 
mess it up.’ 

 

  



EXAM-STYLE TESTS 

Topic Test 3 
1. Any two of the following possible answers. 

 Anither brand new jotter. Anither set a rules tae copy. (1) The two minor sentences in 
quick succession foreground Mary’s sense of irritation at what she sees as needless 
waste of time and effort. (1) 

 Anither [brand new jotter]...Anither [set a rules] (1) The repetition of ‘anither’ 
emphasises that Mary was extremely conscious of the growing number of rules. (1) 

 Could they no jist huv wan lot a rules fur every class? (1) The rhetorical question 
underlines Mary’s exasperation at what she sees as needless duplication. (1) 

2. Any two of the following points. 

 She can follow the verbal instructions when they are given in Maths. 
 Numbers in Maths, unlike letters in English, do not move around in front of her eyes. 
 There are fewer figures in a number than letters in a word. 
 She believes the vertical rather than horizontal nature of Maths may make the 

reading of them easier for her.  

3. Any four of the following possible answers. 

 He was sarcastic. 
 He viewed her as if she was a dangerous microbe/ as if she was not human. 
 He dictated notes too fast. 
 He lacked consideration for the class. 
 She was totally incapable of keeping up with his dictation. 

4. Any two of the following possible answers.  

 ‘like a field a racehorses’ (1) the simile suggests the great pace which the pupils had 
to maintain to keep up with Mr Kelly’s dictation. (1) 

 ‘their airms hingin oot thur soackets’ (1) the exaggeration/hyperbole gives an 
imaginative picture of the distress of the class. (1) 

 ‘aff again like lightnin.’ (1) the simile emphasises the speed at which Mr Kelly would 
take off after a teasing pause. (1) 

 ‘fell at the first fence’ (1) Mary sees herself as an early casualty in this classroom 
activity which she describes graphically in horse-racing terms. Emphasised by the use 
of alliteration on ‘f’. (1)  

 The extended metaphor taken from horse-racing ‘a field of racehorses’/ ‘gaun at 
such a pelt’/ ‘keep up wi him’/ ‘let them catch up’/ ‘aff again’ underlines Mary’s 
imaginative creativity in describing what is going on in the class. (2) 



5. Mary Ryan in ‘Hieroglyphics’ has here to deal with the difficulties posed by dyslexia. 
(1) Clare in ‘All That Glisters’ has the difficulty of marking her father’s passing in her 
own way by wearing the clothes he would have liked. (1) 

 ‘It takes me that long tae copy the rules oot that the lesson’s nearly finished and 
ah’ve missed it.’ (1) Mary’s dyslexia makes writing so time-consuming she misses out 
on the work of the class. (1) 

 ‘Whit the hell dae you think you’re daein? Go and get changed this minute.’ (1) 
Clare’s aunt responds hostilely to Clare’s choice of bright clothes for the funeral, 
even though they were her father’s favourites. (1) 

 ‘Ma mammy disnae love me’ (1) Alison’s difficulty in ‘Dear Santa’ is that she feels her 
mother does not love her and struggles to attract her affection. (1) 

  



Topic Test 4 
1. Any four of the following key points: 

 Sandra and Amy visit the nativity crèche in George Square. 
 Sandra compares this year’s large figures unfavourably with the ones of her 

childhood. 
 In identifying the nativity figures, Amy notices one extra. 
 Amy mistakes the sleeping young man for an angel. 
 Sandra explains he is homeless. 
 Sandra tries, unsuccessfully, to think of reasons to explain his presence. 
 Amy’s instinct is to invite him to use their spare room. 
 Sandra refuses, saying room is needed for family use. 
 Sandra leads Amy away from scene. 

2. Any two of the following: 

 She’d need to get a crib for Amy (1) She feels her responsibility towards her daughter 
 nice for weans to have a crib (1) Shows she is generous-spirited to the young 
 didnae want her to know (1) She is protective in her instincts. (1) 
 Sentence structure: she lists (1) in her head a range of silly/improbable reasons for 

the man’s presence to shield Amy from the harsh truth of homelessness. (1) 

3. (a) Sandra: 

 wonderin how on earth he’d got in (1) curious/puzzled by his method of entry (1) 
 nearly forgotten he wisnae a statue (1) more intrigued by his method of entry than    

aware of the man himself. (1) 
 at least he’d be warm in there (1) relieved he has some physical comfort (1) 
 ‘cannae just take anybody intae your hoose’ (1) suspicious of strangers like the man 

(b) Amy: 

 ‘Is he an angel?’ (1) She is ready to accept him as a holy figure 
 ‘he could come and stay with us’ (1) spontaneously generous, welcoming (1) 
 ‘we’ve got a spare room’ (1) thinks practically about where he would stay (1) 
 ‘the man could have ma bed’ (1) thinks selflessly (1) 
 ‘If he came tae stay [...] we would know him (1) seeks to reason her mother out of 

her objections (1) 

4. Young people face various difficulties. Some of them form the basis for the following 
possible answer:  

In this extract, young Amy’s difficulty is that her spontaneously generous nature is thwarted 
by her mother’s suspicion of strangers. (1) In ‘All that Glisters’, young Clare’s difficulty is that 



her spontaneous desire to wear her best red outfit is thwarted by her aunt’s grown-up 
prejudice against bright clothes at a funeral. (1) 

‘Once and for all, he’s no comin hame wi us.’ (1) In the extract, Amy’s mother flatly refuses 
her daughter’s   earnest wish to find a bed for the man despite Amy’s real desire to find the 
man a bed for the night. (1) 

Ah want ma mammy tae... (1) Young Alison in ‘Dear Santa’ has great difficulty in even 
finding the words to express the fact to the Santa in Debenham’s that she feels her mother 
doesn’t love her. (1) 

Paul isnae the sort of boy that you’re supposed to fancy (1) Peer pressure on Siobhan in 
‘Virtual Pals’ makes it difficult for her to express her feelings for Paul to any of her school 
friends. (1) 

  



Six poems by Edwin Morgan 

Homework Helper: Page 89 
Textual evidence Possible comment 
‘flops’ at start 
‘lunges’/’swings down’/’very nearly steady 
legs’ at end 

The poet’s verb choice helps us understand 
that the man seems not in control of his 
movements at the start and end of the 
poem. 

‘Oh tha’s, tha’s.../ye understand...ye 
understand?’ 

The repetition in his sentence structure 
suggests he is struggling to find the words 
he wants. 

‘You’re an educatit man, he jist canny – 
jist/Hasny got it’ (Various other 
possibilities) 

Morgan’s use of Scots gives the poem an 
informal, chatty tone.  

‘The bus lurches’/‘The bus brakes violently’ The poet effectively conveys the sense of a 
rather bumpy bus journey. 

‘into the sun’ The repetition of this phrase at the start 
and end of the poem seems the reverse of 
the weather associated with the original 
Good Friday. 

‘Got to get some Easter eggs for the 
kiddies.’ 

The man seems generous and seeks to give 
pleasure to others. 

‘...see what I mean?’ and ‘He’s jist bliddy 
ignorant’ 

The fact that the man seems to swing 
between personal pronouns to refer to 
himself suggests he is not quite in control 
of his sentences. 

‘On very 
           Nearly 
                    Steady 
                             Legs.’ 

Setting out the line this way- one word for 
every step – is picturing the very deliberate 
foot movements of the man in visual terms. 

 

Homework Helper: Page 90 
Textual evidence Possible comment 
A cup capsizes [...] with a dull clatter The poet uses alliteration to picture in 

sound the sudden harsh disruption which 
the blind man’s clumsy attempt to rise 
causes in the cafe. 

...like a monstrous animal caught in a tent 
in some story. 

This simile conveys effectively how alien 
the blind man seems in this city centre 
setting. 

I want - to go to the - toilet OR Give me - 
your arm - it’s better OR Can I - wash my 
hands? 

Whenever the blind man speaks, Morgan 
shows his insecurity in his hesitant 
sentence structure. 

And slowly we go down. And slowly we go 
down. 

Morgan uses repetition and inversion to 
convey how the two men tackled the 
descent to the toilet. 

The faltering, unfaltering steps The painfully hesitant yet determined 



nature of the blind man’s ascent is well-
conveyed through Morgan’s seemingly 
contradictory word choice. 

across that endless, yet not endless waste 
of floor. 

The poet conveys effectively the contrast 
between his view of the distance from 
stairs to front door with that of the blind 
man through word choice that seems to 
contradict itself. 

Wherever he could go it would be dark. The bleakness of the blind man’s life is 
suggested by what the speaker supposes he 
said to the bus conductor. 

...to haul his blind hump... The burden of the blind man’s painful 
progress through life is suggested in the 
final lines by Morgan’s word choice and use 
of alliteration. 

 

Homework Helper: Page 92 
Textual evidence Possible comment 
Coming up Buchanan Street, quickly, on a 
sharp winter evening 

The poet is precise about the time and 
place of the encounter. 

...their breath rises/in a cloud of 
happiness... 

The cold of the night turns the young 
people’s breath into a vapour which hovers 
above them, seemingly signifying their joy 
and happiness. 

...a tiny Royal Stewart tartan coat like a 
teapot- 
Holder... 

The comic simile underlines the fun aspect 
of the scene of the Scottish tartan on the 
Mexican dog. 

Orphean sprig! Melting baby! Warm 
chihuahua! 

The three short exclamations signal a sharp 
break from the long sentences of the earlier 
part of the poem. Not simply in length, for 
Morgan is now addressing the trio, not just 
describing them as before.  

The vale of tears is powerless before you... The misery of daily life melts away when 
brought face to face with such happiness. 

Whether Christ is born, or is not born... The happiness the encounter brings the 
speaker is quite independent of whether or 
not he believes in the Christian nativity 
story. 

it [fate] abdicates 
under the Christmas lights. 

Fate, like a defeated monarch, gives up its 
power/throne faced with this happy 
Christmas scene.  

And the three have passed, vanished in the 
crowd 
(yet not vanished... 

The trio of young people disappear in the 
crowd but they have not disappeared from 
the speaker’s lasting, happy memory of 
them. 



Homework Helper: Page 93–94 

Textual evidence Possible comments 

‘woods decay’/‘summer dies’ In lines 1-2, the speaker’s word choice 
suggests that the destructive passing of 
time is very much on his mind. 

The swan becomes ‘a ghost’. The speaker uses the swan to intensify the 
idea that the year has died completely.   

Gulls ‘stand around surprised.’ The abruptness of the change from liquid 
pond to frozen ice has an effect on wild-life 
as well as the speaker. 

‘the swan-white ice 

glints only crystal beyond white’ 
The repetition of ‘white’ and ‘only crystal’ 
underlines how the scene has been totally 
drained of colour. 

‘one stark scene 

cut by evening cries’ 
The speaker employs alliteration on hard 
consonants to illustrate the bleakness of 
the sight and sound of one particular 
evening. 

‘fades off. 
Fades off, [...] the voices fade,’ 

Repetition is useful in creating a sense of   
sounds vanishing into the gloom. 

‘when fog 
drives monstrous down the dual 
carriageway 
out to the west.’ 

The personification of the fog as a demon 
driver seems the only living thing in sight.  

‘about that grey dead pane 

of ice that sees nothing and that nothing 
sees.  

Repetition helps emphasise the sheer 
emptiness with which the speaker is left at 
the end of the poem. 

 

Classroom Challenge: Page 95 
Textual evidence Possible comment 
‘Hackles on puddles rise,’ The personification of the movement on 

the surface of a puddle is one of the few 
signs of life in the backcourt. Hackles rising 
are usually associated with an angry dog or 
cat, suggesting even the puddles feel under 
threat from the ‘mean wind’. 

‘trash/ash’, ‘smash/crash’,  Morgan emphasises the grim atmosphere 
by sometimes placing end-rhymes on 
words whose meaning is unattractive and 
whose sound is harsh. 



‘a chipped sill buttresses/mother and 
daughter’ 

Mother and daughter sound as if they 
besieged in their own home. 

‘condemned to stand’ Usually, buildings are condemned to fall/be 
demolished. Being condemned to stand 
seems here like an even worse fate.  

‘The kettle whimpers’ Usually, kettles sing. But here Morgan’s 
personification makes it ‘whimper’ as if it 
were frightened by its environment. Even 
the kettle seems a victim in this slum.   
  

Four storeys have no windows left to smash 
but the fifth a chipped sill buttresses 
mother and daughter the last mistresses 
of that block condemned to stand, not 
crash. 
The opening quatrain to a great extent also 
makes use of enjambment to soften end-
rhyme. 

Morgan’s use of enjambment makes end-
rhyme less obvious and maintains the 
forward flow of the poem.  

 

Classroom Challenge: Page 97 
Textual evidence Possible comment 
‘a young man and his girl 
are falling backwards into a shop-window’ 
OR lines 15-23 

Morgan employs a matter-of-fact tone for 
the narrative elements of the poem. 

‘the young man’s face 
is bristling with fragments of glass’ OR ‘the 
girl’s leg [...]spurts arterial blood’ OR 
‘starfished out’ 

At moments of intense violence Morgan’s 
word choice becomes startlingly vivid.  

‘are falling’/‘is bristling’/‘are starfished 
out’/many other examples of present tense 
are possible answers. 

Morgan’s extensive use of the present 
tense heightens the drama of the moment. 

‘the girl’s leg [...] spurts arterial blood ‘spurts [arteria]l’: onomatopoeic word 
choice catches the violent gushing sound of 
the blood bursting out. 

‘Their faces show no expression.’ Despite the savagery of their attack, the 
youths seem completely unmoved, 
suggesting such violence is an everyday 
event for them.  

‘In the background two drivers 
keep their eyes on the road.’ 

They act as good drivers by keeping their 
eyes on the road, but at the same time 
their concentration on their driving 
suggests the unwillingness of the public to 



do anything about urban violence and 
crime.  

 
  



Homework Helper: Page 98 
1 Winter     7 Trio 

2 Good Friday     8 Glasgow 5 March 1971 

3. In the Snack-Bar    9 Glasgow Sonnet No 1 

4. Good Friday     10 Glasgow 5 March 1971 

5 Glasgow Sonnet No 1    11 Trio 

6 In the Snack-Bar    12 Winter 

Homework Helper: Page 98 
1. In the Snack Bar – the old man; Glasgow 5 March 1971 – the young couple; Glasgow 
Sonnet No 1 – the family; Winter – the speaker. 

2. In the Snack-Bar; Good Friday; Winter; Trio. 

3. Trio; Glasgow 5 March 1971. 

4. Trio; Good Friday. 

5. Glasgow 5 March 1971; In the Snack-Bar; Glasgow Sonnet No 1. 

6. Only Glasgow Sonnet No 1 employs a formal rhyme scheme – the sonnet. The others are 
written in free verse. 

7. Trio; Glasgow 5 March 1971; In the Snack-Bar; Winter. 

8. The drunk man’s monologue in Good Friday is in Glaswegian Scots as is part of the 
dialogue in Trio. The rest are in Standard English. 

  



EXAM-STYLE TESTS 

Topic Test 5 

1. Possible answers include any two of: 

 [woods] decay (1) The passage of time sees the woods dying away/withering with 
age. (1) 

 [many a summer] dies (1) Summers, over the years, all come to the end of their 
natural span/season. (1) 

 ghost (1) The swan leaves the impression belongs to another age/has passed on/no 
longer alive. 

2. Possible answers include (1 mark each): 

 The pond freezes over. 
 Gulls come to land on it. 
 Gulls seem surprised by the change. 
 Boys come to skate on it. 
 The white ice catches the light. 

3. Possible answers include (any two of): 

 stark scene (1) alliteration on ‘s’ helps create sound of blades/ slows down the 
movement to emphasise the moments importance to poet. (1) 

 cut by [...]cries (1) alliteration on hard ‘c’ catches idea of the sharpness of the 
sound/blades/ice. (1) 

 hiss of blades escapes (1) onomatopoeia captures the sound of skates cutting across 
ice. (1) 

 fades off. Fades off (1) repetition underlines the noise of blades growing fainter and 
fainter/ gradually dying away. (1) 

 that fall, decay/and break (1) list of dying words emphasises the lifeless nature of the 
trees. (1)   

 the shouts /run off (1) personification of shouts makes them seem like living 
creatures. (1) 

4. Possible answers include:   

 In these six poems, Morgan sees nature, whether in the natural landscape or in 
wildlife, as rather unwelcoming to human life. In ‘Winter’ he views nature as 
providing a bleak, rather grim outlook, despite the activity on the ice. (1) In ‘Slate’ we 
see nature as an even harsher presence, wielding as it does a frightening violence in 
the shaping of Scotland. (1)  

 woods that fall, decay / and break, (1) The dying of the natural landscape in ‘Winter’ 
seems to add to the poet’s gloom. (1) 

 there was not much but thunder/and volcanic fires (1)   There was nothing 
comforting in the founding scenes of Scotland; all was violent upheaval as described 
in ‘Slate’. (1) 

 My place is to pick you clean /[And leave your bones to the wind.]  (1) In ‘Hyena’ 
nature here is represented by a destructive predator whose hostility threatens all it 
encounters. (1)   



Topic Test 6 
1. Any two of the following. Possible answers include: 

 A mean wind wanders (1) the personification of the wind is startling, making it sound 
like an intruder (1)/the ‘meanness’ of the wind suggests an upcoming threat (1) 

 Hackles on puddles rise (1) Hackles are more usually associated with cats or dogs, so 
it is arresting to hear them associated metaphorically with puddles. (1)/The fact that 
hackles have risen might suggest that there might be a metaphoric threat /menace 
in the offing. (1) 

 old mattresses puff (1) The personification of the mattresses makes them seem alive, 
leading a life of their own where no human thing seems to be moving. (1) 

2. Any one of the following. Possible answers include:  

 no windows left to smash (1) The total destruction of the windows on the first stories 
suggest the building has been under determined attack. (1) 

 a chipped sill buttresses (1) the fact that the women need the defence/support of 
the sill suggests they are besieged in some way. (1) 

 the last mistresses (1) the fact that there are to be no more people in charge of the 
building suggests that its final days are not far off. (1) 

3. Any two of the following. Possible answers include: 

 cracks deepen (1) the fabric of the building seems to be splitting around them as 
they go about their business, a far from normal situation. (1) 

 rats crawl (1) the fact that rodents are invading their home suggests all is not at all 
well here. (1) 

 kettle whimpers (1) the personification of the kettle, seemingly crying, suggests a 
disturbed departure from the normal nature of things. Usual personification 
traditionally sees kettles singing. (1) 

 a crazy hob (1) ‘crazy’ is a powerful word since it suggests that even an inanimate 
object has been driven out of its mind by the state of the home. (1) /‘crazy’ could 
also refer to the hob tilting because of the sloping angle of the decaying building. (1) 

4. Any one of the following. Possible answers include: 

a) There was a reference to a prowling ‘mean wind’ at the start of the sonnet; the 
reference to ‘air too poor to rob’ at the end gives a satisfying cyclical shape to the 
poem. It couples opening reference to ‘wind’ with closing reference to ‘air’. (2) 

b) In the opening line, the threat inherent in the ‘mean wind’ which wandered, almost 
like a predator, into the backcourt, making the puddles hackles rise, is dismissed in 
the final line. There is clearly nothing here (including its air) worth robbing (if robbery 
was its original intention). 



5. The poems which deal with misery to be found in city centre life and which could be cited 
in addition to this one to answer the question are ‘In the Snack Bar’ and ‘Glasgow 5 March 
1971’ 

A cited word choice/image is worth 1 mark; a full comment on the cited word choice/image 
is worth 1 mark. 

Possible word choice/images include: 

 ‘Glasgow Sonnet No 1’ (Challenges here are human isolation and desolation in a 
derelict, poverty-stricken landscape.) 

 ‘A mean wind wanders’/‘Hackles on puddles rise’/‘a cracked sill buttresses’/‘The 
kettle whimpers on a crazy hob’/‘an air too poor to rob’ (others are also possible) 

 ‘In the Snack Bar’ (Challenges here are isolation in modern city life of the 
‘other’/those who face the challenges of disability.) 

 ‘like a monstrous animal caught in a tent’/‘...down two flights of steps, but we 
go’/‘He clings to me.’/‘He shambles into the clinical gleam’/‘The faltering, unfaltering 
steps’/‘Wherever he could go it would be dark’/‘His life depends on many who would 
evade him’ (others are also possible) 

 ‘Glasgow 5 March 1971’ (Challenges here are victimisation through violence and 
society’s apparent apathy towards it.) 

 ‘bristling with fragments of glass’/‘spurts arterial blood’/‘arms are starfished 
out’/‘keep their eyes on the road’ (others are also possible)  

  



The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde by Robert Louis Stevenson 

Classroom Challenge: Page 105 
Textual evidence Possible comment(s) 
‘I let my brother go to the devil in his own 
way.’ /’... it was frequently his fortune to be 
[...] the last good influence in the lives of 
down-going men.’  

There are contradictions in Mr Utterson’s 
character. He says he cares little for the 
fate of others and yet he helps the 
unfortunates he encounters. There is a 
certain duality in his character which we 
will see in other people. (There is also a 
certain irony here: he has no ‘good 
influence’ on his friend – who does go to 
the devil.) 

‘...the street shone out in contrast to its dingy 
neighbourhood like a fire in a forest...’ 

The duality we saw in Mr Utterson also 
exists in places. The trim street is 
surrounded by dinginess. 

‘...a certain sinister block of a building thrust 
forward its gable on the street. It[...] showed 
no window, nothing but a door on the lower 
storey and a blind forehead of discoloured 
wall on the upper, and bore in every feature 
the marks of prolonged and sordid 
negligence.’  

Hyde’s grimy abode, like the man himself, 
appears sinister and aggressive. The 
absence of a window helps keep in the 
building’s secrets. (Look out for other 
references to windows with no view or 
bars. They partly symbolise this secretive 
and repressed society in which the 
characters live.) 

‘He was the usual cut-and-dry apothecary 
[...]about as emotional as a bagpipe.’   / ‘I 
saw that Sawbones turned sick and white 
with the desire to kill him.’ 

Here we have yet another person with 
two sides (or duality) to his personality. 
This evil side is brought into play by 
contact with Hyde. 

‘He must be deformed somewhere; he gives a 
strong feeling of deformity, although I 
couldn’t specify the point.’ 

Everyone who meets Hyde has difficulty in 
describing him, suggesting perhaps that 
while we can recognise evil when we see 
it, we cannot always identify its exact 
nature. 

‘Let us make a bargain never to refer to this 
again.’ 

Hyde’s connection with Utterson and 
Enfield’s friend could be embarrassing, 
therefore they will repress any further 
reference to it. Throughout the novella, 
there is a reluctance among the 
characters to discuss anything which 
might disturb social reputation/standing. 

 
  



Homework Helper: Page 106 
Possible answers include the following suggestions: 

a) Doors are the entry point to a structure, so a door at the start of a novel might be 
there to lead you into characters and situations. It might suggest the opening up 
of the narrative. 

b) This door, far from leading us in, is firmly shut against the world and only the 
evilly aggressive Hyde seems to be able to penetrate behind it at the moment. Far 
from opening up the narrative by inviting us in, it arouses our suspicions by firmly 
shutting us out. 

c) The door here symbolises one of the barriers to communication that the 
characters seem to live amongst. It is a symbol of the repressed society that is the 
backdrop to the story. 

Classroom Challenge: Page 107 
Textual evidence Possible comment(s) 
‘I thought it was madness [...] and now I begin 
to fear it is disgrace.’ 

The concerns which Utterson once had 
about Jekyll’s strange will now appear 
much more troubling after hearing 
Enfield’s story. 

‘From that time forward, Mr Utterson began to 
haunt the door in the by street of shops.’ OR ‘In 
the morning before office hours, at noon when 
business was plenty and time scarce, at night 
under the face of the fogged city moon, by all 
lights and at all hours of solitude or concourse, 
the lawyer was to be found on his chosen post’. 
OR ‘In the course of his nightly patrols he had 
long grown accustomed...’ 

Utterson’s fears for the safety of his 
friend bring about a change in his 
personality, behaviour and routines.  

‘...he gave an impression of deformity without 
any namable malformation.’ 

Utterson, like Enfield, has a problem in 
describing Hyde.  

‘hissing intake’/‘snarled’/‘dwarfish’/‘something 
troglodytic’   

This encounter is rich in word choice 
which suggests Hyde is less than 
human.  

‘...a square of ancient, handsome houses, now 
for the most part decayed’ / ‘One house[...] 
wore a great air of wealth and comfort...’ 

The presentation of Jekyll’s home 
makes it seem a fitting environment for 
the Jekyll/Hyde personas. 

‘But tonight there was a shudder in his blood...’  
OR ‘...he felt [...]a nausea and distaste for life’ 
OR ‘...in the gloom of his spirits, he seemed to 
read a menace in the flickering...’ 

Despite the warmth and comfort of 
Jekyll’s hall, Utterson is depressed by 
his meeting with Hyde.   

 
  



Homework Helper: Page 108 
1. Utterson     7. Jekyll (spoken by Dr Lanyon) 

2. Enfield     8. Hyde (as seen in Utterson’s dream) 

3. The street where Hyde’s laboratory 9. Hyde 
was to be found. 

4. Hyde’s laboratory    10. The square where Jekyll’s house was 
situated 

5. Enfield     11. Hyde (spoken by the butler Poole) 

6. Hyde’s laboratory    12. Utterson (considering his earlier life). 

Classroom Challenge: Page 109 
Textual evidence Possible comment(s) 
‘a large, well-made, smooth- faced man of 
fifty, with something of a slyish cast perhaps, 
but with every mark of capacity and kindness. 

Dr Jekyll is introduced positively, but 
there is a worrying aspect to his 
description.  

‘I never saw a man so distressed as you were 
by my will; unless it was that hide-bound 
pedant, Lanyon, at what he called my 
scientific heresies.’ 

Jekyll attempts to deflect Utterson from 
discussing his will. 
In passing, we wonder what these 
scientific heresies might have been. What 
did he tell Lanyon? 

‘The large handsome face of Dr Jekyll grew 
pale to the very lips, and there came a 
blackness about his eyes.’ 

Just as direct reference to Jekyll angered 
Hyde, so too does direct reference to 
Hyde anger Jekyll. 

‘I would trust you before any man alive...’ Jekyll has unbounded faith in Utterson. 
‘...the moment I choose, I can be rid of Mr 
Hyde.’ 

Dr Jekyll feels he is totally in control of his 
relationship with Mr Hyde. 

‘...this is a private matter, and I beg of you to 
let it sleep.’ 

Jekyll is determined to repress any further 
discussion of his connection with Hyde. 

 

Homework Helper: Page 110 
Many answers are possible here but some points you might raise could include the 
following: 

The sharp contrast in the personalities of the two men is brought out in the way they use 
sentence structure. The sharp difference in what they aim to achieve from this conversation 
is also brought out in the sentence structure. 

Utterson 

Utterson is keen to get straight answers from Jekyll and uses short, direct sentences whose 
content is all to do with the will and his reaction to Hyde. His brief sentences maintain a 



clear focus on getting Jekyll to tell him the whole the truth of the matter.  He aims to get 
close to Jekyll and employs many ‘I’s and ‘you’s as he tries to bridge the gap between them. 
All his sentences bar one consist of only one clause. 

Jekyll 

Jekyll is keen to avoid responding to the directness of Utterson’s speech and employs rather 
long sentences whose focus is more on Lanyon than replying directly to the points and 
questions Utterson raises. The number of semi-colons, his use of ellipsis and repeated 
phrases underline the fact that Jekyll is a man who hides behind words. In fact, his long-
winded sentences are aimed at concealing the truth rather than revealing it. To this end, his 
sentences are rather convoluted, employing multiple clauses. 

Classroom Challenge: Page 112 
Textual evidence Possible comment(s) 
...an aged and beautiful gentleman OR He 
had a very pretty manner of politeness OR 
such an old-world kindness of disposition 
OR with something high too, as of a well-
founded self-content OR very much 
surprised and a trifle hurt to find himself 
attacked. 

From the maid-servant’s description, Sir 
Danvers Carew appears to be a thoroughly 
unthreatening character. 

...he was trampling his victim under foot, 
and hailing down a storm of blows, under 
which the bones were audibly shattered 
and the body jumped upon the road way.  

Stevenson captures effectively but 
economically the sheer brutality of the act 
of murder. 

...with ape-like fury Hyde’s behaviour appears to go beyond 
that of a human being.  

There was the first fog of the season which 
created A great chocolate-coloured pall 
which creates an eerie atmosphere but it 
also suggests metaphorically the cloak of 
obscurity which surrounds Jekyll/Hyde. OR 
The fog helped suggest London was like a 
district of some city in a nightmare which it 
was in fact turning into for Jekyll/Hyde and 
his victims. 

Stevenson makes clever use of the weather 
later in this chapter. 

Newcomen: his eyes lighted up with 
professional ambition on hearing of the 
importance of Carew. Finding his killer now 
became much more of a goal. 
Housekeeper: although she had excellent 
manners on the surface her face lit up with 
odious joy when she thought her employer 
was in trouble. She also has an evil face, 
smoothed with hypocrisy. 

Even minor characters are used to explore 
the theme of duality. 



Few people had come face to face with 
him, and these not often. The few who had 
met him differed widely in their 
descriptions, finding it difficult to pin down 
the haunting sense of unexpressed 
deformity. / They knew there was some 
deformity about him but they could not say 
exactly what it was. 

There is difficulty in creating Hyde’s wanted 
poster for two particular reasons.  

 

Homework Helper: Page 113 
small ...a little man Ch1; He was small Ch2; dwarfish Ch2; ...a very small gentleman 

Ch4 
young I have been learning something of young Hyde. Ch3; I do sincerely take [...] a 

very great interest in that young man. Ch3 
violent ...the man trampled calmly over the child’s body Ch1; ...stamping with his 

foot, brandishing the cane, and carrying on like a madman Ch4; ...and 
clubbed him to the earth Ch4; ...he was trampling his victim under foot, and 
hailing down a storm of blows, under which the bones were audibly shattered 
and the body jumped upon the road. Ch4  

difficult to 
describe 

He is not easy to describe.Ch1; ...he gives a strong feeling of deformity, 
although I couldn’t specify the point.Ch1; ...He’s an extraordinary-looking 
man, and yet I really can name nothing out of the way.Ch1; I can make no 
hand of it; I can’t describe him.Ch1; ...he gave an impression of deformity 
without any nameable malformation Ch2; ...and the few who could describe 
him differed widely... Ch4. 

seeming 
less than 
human 

It wasn’t like a man; it was like some damned Juggernaut Ch1; Mr Hyde 
shrank back with a hissing intake of the breath Ch2; The other snarled aloud 
into a savage laugh Ch2; dwarfish Ch2; the man seems hardly human Ch2; 
Something troglodytic, shall we say? Ch2; ...with ape-like fury Ch4 

 
  



Classroom Challenge: Page 114 
Textual evidence Possible comment(s) 
‘...three dusty windows barred with iron.’ 
Jekyll is seeking to shut himself away in an 
environment protected from society at 
large.  
...close up to the warmth Jekyll is feeling 
the chill of realising he has placed himself in 
danger.   

Stevenson makes clever use of physical 
setting to support a character’s state of 
mind. 

...looking deadly sick. The terror of the 
danger he has placed himself in is taking its 
toll on his health. 

Jekyll’s outward appearance suggests inner 
troubles.  

Utterson: you have heard the news? 
Jekyll: They were crying it in the square. Or 
any other quotation in which the murder is 
referred to but not mentioned by name. 

Utterson and Jekyll both avoid any direct 
mention of murder in their conversation. 

 ‘I am quite done with him.’ He had earlier 
said he could get rid of Hyde whenever he 
wanted. For the moment, it appears he has, 
but there is no certainty of this except in 
Jekyll’s mind. 

Jekyll confidently declares his connection 
with Hyde has now reached a new stage. 

‘...it’s an interesting autograph.’ The head 
clerk, Guest, sees the letter is clearly a 
forgery but avoids saying that, simply 
calling the similarity ‘interesting’. Later he 
describes the similarity as ‘quaint’ rather 
than calling it anything stronger or more 
explicit. 

Utterson and Jekyll are not the only people 
here to avoid mentioning unpleasant facts 
directly. 

‘...no sooner was Mr Utterson alone that 
night than he locked the note into his safe, 
where it reposed from that time forward.’ 
The secretive Utterson is always tight-
lipped with any information which might 
harm his friend, so he makes sure that this 
letter which might be of use to the police 
(but which also, of course, would lead back 
to Jekyll) will never be seen again. 

Utterson’s behaviour at the end of the 
chapter is perfectly true to form. 

 
  



Homework Helper: Page 115 
Textual evidence Possible comment(s) 
‘And now,’ said Utterson, as soon as Poole 
had left them, ‘you have heard the news?’ 

Typically, Utterson does not mention 
‘murder’ merely ‘the news’, even to his 
close friend. Typically, too, he waits until 
Poole had left them, even to mention a 
topic that everybody was talking about. His 
secretive/repressed nature is ever present. 

‘I have grounds for certainty that I cannot 
share with anyone.’ 

Utterson is a close friend and his ever-loyal 
lawyer, yet Jekyll cannot speak frankly even 
to him. Yet another instance of this 
repressed society. 

‘I was thinking of my own character, which 
this hateful business had rather exposed.’ 

There is a self-regarding side to Jekyll’s 
nature which emerges here whose 
‘selfishness’ surprises Utterson somewhat. 
(Concern for his good reputation was, of 
course, what inspired his invention of 
Hyde.) 

The lawyer like this letter better well 
enough; it put a better colour on the 
intimacy than he had looked for, and he 
blamed himself for some of his past 
suspicions. 

Dusty and dreary though Utterson may be, 
he has a lurid imagination and had been 
imagining all kinds of sordid hold Hyde 
might have on Jekyll for blackmail purposes. 
Hyde merely thanks Jekyll for his 
‘generosities’ – to Utterson’s relief. 

‘This is a sad business about Sir Danvers,’ 
he said. 

Even in professional conversation with his 
trusted head-clerk, the tight-lipped 
Utterson cannot bring himself to mention 
the word ‘murder’. 

‘I wouldn’t speak of this note, you know,’ 
said the master. 
‘No, sir, said the clerk. ‘I understand.’ 

This reluctance to share information 
extends to more than Utterson’s social 
circle. His employee seems also to be on 
the same wave-length. There seems to be a 
fairly general consensus that this tight-
lipped response to events is the way to 
behave. Discussion of sensitive information 
seems frowned on. 

 
  



Classroom Challenge: Page 116 
Textual evidence Possible comment(s) 
Much of his past was unearthed, indeed, 
and all disreputable: tales came out of the 
man’s cruelty, at once so callous and 
violent, of his vile life, of his strange 
associates, of the hatred that seemed to 
have surrounded his career[...] 

So far we have heard only of two of Hyde’s 
crimes; now we are filled in with the full 
range of his nastiness and violence. This 
passage establishes in full the extent of 
Hyde’s evil. 

...for more than two months the doctor was 
at peace. 

There appears to be a limit (quite a short 
one in fact) to the time that Jekyll can be 
free of Hyde. He had said he was free of 
Hyde but we wonder at the reason for this 
seclusion. Can it be the return of Hyde? 

‘I have had a shock,’ he said ‘and I shall 
never recover.’ 

Dr Lanyon had previously appeared in good 
health, but now the shock has been so 
severe that is killing him. A shock that can 
kill a man is quite out of the ordinary. What 
can it have been? 

‘I mean henceforth to lead a life of extreme 
seclusion; you must not be surprised, nor 
must you doubt my friendship, if my door is 
shut even to you.’ 

We are reminded of the grubby door in the 
first chapter which guarded Hyde’s secret 
life. Now another door is closed, this time 
on Jekyll’s secret. If Jekyll’s original idea of 
creating Hyde was to give himself freedom, 
he is deluded; he is only finding 
imprisonment, cut off from society behind 
that door. 

‘If I am the chief of sinners, I am the chief of 
sufferers also.’ 

Jekyll is accepting the fact that his 
experimenting has been a grave sin, yet he 
sees himself as the chief victim. Do you 
agree? What about Sir Danvers? Is there a 
self-pitying aspect to Jekyll? 

He went to call indeed; but he was perhaps 
relieved to be denied admittance [...] 

Close though he was to Jekyll, Utterson has 
a real dread of finding out a secret so 
appalling that it has led to the death of 
their mutual friend. Loyally, he visits, but is 
happier to chat at the door with Poole. 

 
  



Homework Helper: Page 117 
Textual evidence Possible comment(s) 
Mr Utterson began to recover from the 
hotness of his alarm, and to grow more 
quiet with himself. 

Jekyll is not the only character to find new-
found peace after the departure of Hyde. 

He came out of his seclusion, renewed 
relations with his friends, became once 
more their familiar guest and entertainer. 

When Jekyll rejects Hyde, he seems to have 
expelled the tormenting evil from himself 
to become his former sociable self. 

On the 8th January Utterson had dined at 
the doctor’s with a small party [...]On the 
12th, and again on the 14th, the door was 
shut against the doctor. 

Whatever has happened to Jekyll has 
happened over a comparatively short time 
interval. 

...spare me any allusion to one whom I 
regard as dead.     

Lanyon is entirely convinced that Jekyll has 
put himself beyond the pale of acceptable 
behaviour. 

‘disappearance’ There was a particular word in one of 
Lanyon’s letter which also appeared in 
Jekyll’s will which greatly disturbed 
Utterson. 

The doctor, it appeared, now more than 
ever confined himself to the cabinet [...] 
where he would sometimes even sleep; he 
was out of spirits, he had grown very silent, 
he did not read; it seemed he had 
something on his mind. 

Poole’s news of Jekyll suggests the doctor is 
gravely troubled. 

 

Classroom Challenge: Page 118 
Enfield’s encounter with 
Hyde 

Three o’clock of a black winter morning. Although it was 
dark, the streets were lit by eerie rows of light. Night 
appears to be Hyde’s natural environment, embodying as 
he does the darker side of human nature. 

Utterson’s meeting with 
Hyde 

.. a fine dry night; frost in the air [...] the lamps unshaken by 
any wind, drawing a regular pattern of light and shadow. 
Once again, we see Hyde as a creature of the night but the 
frosty, clear night and the brightness of the lamps ensure 
that Utterson (and we the readers) get our fullest 
description of Hyde so far. 

Carew’s murder ...the early part of the night was cloudless [...] and the lane 
[...] was brilliantly lit by the full moon. To some, such as the 
maid, moonlight suggests only beauty and romance, but 



moonlight can in folk-literature be the time of ghosts, 
ghouls and evil creatures of all kinds (such as Hyde). Again, 
moonlight is useful since the murder scene is seen in total 
clarity. We see two sides to the moonlight here, a fitting 
background to a story where duality of nature is 
thematically important.    

Utterson’s visit to Hyde’s 
Soho home 

While it was about nine in the morning, it was foggy and the 
fog swirled around. Utterson’s view is obscured since the 
fog came and went with a marvellous number of degrees 
and hues of twilight; for here it would be dark like the back-
end of evening [...] and here, for a moment, the fog would 
be quite broken up. This foggy darkness in the morning both 
presents an eerie scene in itself and an appropriate 
backdrop for the home of this mysterious character Hyde 
whose true identity is difficult at the moment to make out 
clearly. 

Presentation of the ‘Hyde’ 
letter 

It was late in the afternoon but darkness was already 
encroaching with the light falling dimly through the foggy 
cupola. [...] a lamp was lighted on the chimney-shelf, for 
even in the houses the fog began to lie thickly. The dying of 
the light, not helped by the penetrating fog, sets up a 
gloomy atmosphere, matching Jekyll’s mood perfectly. 
Metaphorical fog is being set up, too, by the presentation of 
the phoney ‘letter’ which attempts to obscure further the 
true state of affairs.    

Utterson/Enfield’s 
encounter with Jekyll in 
the courtyard 

The sky was still bright with sunlight above the house, but in 
the courtyard it was very cool and a little damp, and full of 
premature twilight. The day is coming to its natural close, 
but there is a hint here in this particular place of a 
premature twilight. For is not Jekyll facing his own kind of 
twilight, brought on prematurely due to his tampering with 
nature? Setting here helps prepare us for darkness to come. 

 
  



Homework Helper: Page 119 
Textual evidence Possible comment(s) 
Did I ever tell you that I once saw him [...]? Despite the huge outcry about Hyde’s 

murder of Carew and the regular Sunday 
walks of the two men, Utterson has 
apparently never mentioned this most 
interesting fact. Further proof of the 
repressed nature of this society in the face 
of potentially disturbing information.  

...like a disconsolate prisoner[...] Jekyll’s home now appears to be more of a 
prison than a refuge. Remember he is 
looking out from behind iron bars.    

I should like to very much; but no, no, no, it 
is quite impossible; I dare not. 

The repetition of the ‘no’ underlines the 
terror Jekyll now has about going out. What 
can be threatening him to this extent? 

...an expression of such abject terror and 
despair, as froze the very blood of the two 
gentlemen.  

This appears to be the first inkling of the 
dual personalities of Jekyll being made 
visibly clear, a fact which profoundly shocks 
the friends.   

...they turned and left the court without a 
word. 

Despite the appalling horror of what they 
have seen, they cannot seem to talk to each 
other about what they have seen. (Or could 
it be that the horror of what they have seen 
robs them of speech?) 

They were both pale; and there was an 
answering horror in their eyes. 

Both men have been shaken to the core at 
this first glimpse of the overlapping of the 
Jekyll/Hyde character. Jekyll’s duality is 
being openly and horrifically displayed for 
the first time. 

 

Classroom Challenge: Page 121 
Textual evidence Possible comments 
Any quotation regarding the weather 
conditions taken from the paragraph 
beginning It was a wild, cold, seasonable 
night of March.... 

Stevenson’s use of setting in this chapter 
helps prepare us for the turmoil evident in 
Jekyll’s laboratory. 

In the front hall the servants stood huddled 
together like a flock of sheep.  OR ...the 
housemaid broke into hysterical 
whimpering OR the cook ran towards 

Extreme events have brought about odd 
changes in the Jekyll household. 



Utterson as if to take him in her arms. OR 
The normally calm Poole shouts at the maid 
with a ferocity of accent that testified to his 
jangled nerves. 
‘This is a very strange tale, Poole; this is 
rather a wild tale, my man,’ said Utterson 
OR Supposing Dr Jekyll to have been – well, 
murdered, what could induce the murderer 
to stay? That won’t hold water; it doesn’t 
commend itself to reason. 

Utterson, once in Jekyll’s home, at first 
seems doubtful of Poole’s explanation of 
events behind the red baize door.   

So far the letter had run composedly 
enough; but here, with a sudden splutter of 
the pen, the writer’s emotion had broken 
loose. ‘For God’s sake, he had added, ‘find 
me some of the old.’ 

Jekyll’s total desperation finds expression in 
his note to the chemist. 

‘...why did he cry out like a rat and run from 
me?... and ...that masked thing like a 
monkey jumped up from among the 
chemicals…’ 

There is further evidence in this chapter of 
Hyde’s less than human appearance. 

‘...why fled? and how? and in that case can 
we venture to declare this suicide? O, we 
must be careful. I foresee that we may yet 
involve your master in some dire 
catastrophe.’ 

Finding a note written that very day by 
Jekyll prompts new fears in Utterson 
regarding his old friend. 

 

Homework Helper: Page 121 
Some of these mysteries are interconnected, but some of the more obvious ones include: 

 Why was Hyde dressed in clothes far too large for him? 
 Where has Jekyll gone? 
 Why is there a broken key by the outside door of the laboratory? 
 Why is the ‘pious work’ annotated with blasphemies? 
 Who wrote them? 
 Why is there a cheval-glass in a scientific laboratory? 
 Why has Jekyll changed his will? 

  



Classroom Challenge: Page 123 
Textual evidence Possible comment(s) 
...although we may have differed at times 
on scientific questions, I cannot remember, 
at least on my side, any break in our 
affection. 

‘Jekyll’ or rather Hyde is conveniently 
forgetting that he described Lanyon as ‘an 
ignorant, blatant pedant’, so great is his 
need of help.    

If his messenger could go to one place, why 
could he not go to another? 

We know the laboratory is locked from the 
inside and the key broken (and has been for 
some time since the broken key is rusty) so 
he cannot go to the back entrance of 
Jekyll’s house. Nor would Poole now admit 
Hyde, known as he was as a common 
murderer. 

There was a policeman not far off [...] and 
at the sight, I thought my visitor started and 
made greater haste. 

Hyde is a wanted criminal after the murder 
of Danvers Carew, keen to avoid arousing 
the police’s interest.  

...his clothes [...]were enormously too large 
for him in every measurement...  

The smallness of Hyde in comparison to the 
bulk of Jekyll helps suggest that Hyde is a 
lesser man than Jekyll in every sense – 
morally and physically. 

...a new province of knowledge and new 
avenues to fame and power shall be laid 
open to you, here, in this room...  

For all the fright he has had, Hyde still 
believes ‘fame and power’ await someone 
with his knowledge. Hyde’s vanity clouds 
any kind of judgment. 

…you who have derided your superiors – 
behold! 

Hyde has not forgotten Jekyll’s view of 
Lanyon as ‘an ignorant, blatant pedant’. 
Hyde/Jekyll now relishes what he – for the 
moment – sees as his triumph over his old 
critic. He revels in the feeling of superiority 
this moment of transformation brings.  

 

Homework Helper: Page 124 
Textual evidence Possible comment(s) 
There was never a day when, if you had said 
to me, ‘Jekyll, my life, my honour, my 
reason, depend upon you,’ I would not have 
sacrificed my fortune or my left hand to 
help you.  

The ingratiating tone of the Jekyll/Hyde 
letter to Lanyon suggests their friendship 
has never faltered (although we know 
better). 

‘Have you got it?’ he cried. ‘Have you got 
it?’ 

Once in Lanyon’s consulting-room, Hyde’s 
language at one moment betrays his utter 



desperation to lay hands on the powders to 
make the potion.  

I could hear his teeth grate with the 
convulsive action of his jaws... 

At one point Lanyon fears for Hyde’s sanity 
from his almost animal-like behaviour. 
  

‘And now, you who have so long been 
bound to the most narrow and material 
views, you who have denied the virtue of 
transcendental medicine, you who have 
derided your superiors – behold!’ (triple 
repetition of ‘you who have’ leading to 
dash and single word finale.) 

Hyde’s gleeful triumph over his old 
adversary is effectively conveyed by 
Stevenson’s sentence structure. 

A cry followed; he reeled, staggered, 
clutched at the table   all the way to my 
mind submerged in terror. (Multiple 
clauses, multiple use of semi-colons, 
dashes, commas to create a long complex 
sentence.) 

Sentence structure proves useful to 
Stevenson is conveying effectively the 
lengthy drawn-out process of the change 
overtaking Hyde. 

‘Lanyon, you remember your vows: what 
follows is under the seal of our profession.’ 

This circle of men are rather repressed in 
their attitude to discussing their affairs. 
Lanyon is even more restricted than the 
others in what he can reveal. 

 

Classroom Challenge: Page 127 
1. Why did Jekyll leave a will leaving all to Hyde? 

Should the potion fail to work correctly and Hyde take over Jekyll, Hyde would have 
an income (and a home in Soho). 

2. Why is Hyde younger and smaller than Jekyll? 
He has lived far fewer years than the doctor and is not fully grown yet. He is still 
developing in evil. 

3. Why does Hyde never dine at the doctor’s? 
He couldn’t; he is one and the same person. (Utterson and Poole seem to think it is 
because Hyde is socially unacceptable.) 

4. Why is the murder of Carew carried out so savagely? 
Because, for two months before, alarmed by the instability of the potion, Jekyll had 
avoided going out as Hyde. The pent-up energy meant he was like an uncaged wild 
beast when he went out that night. 



5. Why did a new, better life begin for Jekyll after the Carew murder? 
He had had such a fright at thinking ‘himself’ being sought as a murderer, that he 
suppressed Hyde and cultivated his better side. 

6. Why did Jekyll slam down the window on Utterson and Enfield? 
The potion was now unstable and Hyde’s persona by this time could often overtake 
Jekyll’s. It was this which Utterson and Enfield saw happening. 

7. Why did Utterson and Poole find a broken key with the pieces rust covered? 
Immediately after the murder, Jekyll had been so alarmed that he had locked the 
laboratory door and broken the key so that Hyde should never again escape to wreak 
this kind of havoc. The fact that the broken parts were rusty suggests some 
considerable time has happened since he made the decision. 

8. Where is the body of Henry Jekyll? 
Subsumed into that of Hyde. 

Homework Helper: Page 128 
Textual evidence Possible comment(s) 
I was no more myself when I laid aside 
restraint and plunged in shame, than when 
I laboured, in the eye of day, at the 
furtherance of knowledge or the relief of 
sorrow or suffering. 

Jekyll felt he was as much himself in his 
shameful activities as he was when he 
pursued his medico-scientific career. 

...man is not truly one, but truly two.  OR I 
learned to recognize the thorough and 
primitive duality of man. 

The human personality consists of at least 
two sides. 

But the temptation of a discovery so 
singular and profound at last overcame the 
suggestions of alarm. 

Jekyll, although knowing full well he might 
die in the process of separating his natures, 
manages to curb his fears given the 
attractiveness of the prospect. 

And yet when I looked upon ugly idol in the 
glass, I was conscious of no repugnance, 
rather a leap of welcome. 

Far from being repulsed, Jekyll was 
delighted by his handiwork when he first 
looked in the laboratory’s mirror. 

Jekyll had more than a father’s interest; 
Hyde had more than a son’s indifference. 

Thrown together, the personas of Jekyll and 
Hyde eventually developed a kind of family 
relationship, although not a happy one. 

It was no longer the fear of the gallows, it 
was the horror of being Hyde that racked 
me. 

It was not the fear of the scaffold that 
bothered Jekyll in his final hours but rather 
the horror of Hyde’s persona taking him 
over completely. 

 



Classroom Challenge: Page 129 
Textual evidence Possible comment(s) 
...lean, long, dusty, dreary, and yet 
somehow lovable. (Ch 1) 

There appear to be contradictory 
characteristics in the personality of even 
this dullest of men: although dourly 
unattractive he attracts affection.  

 ‘I let my brother go to the devil in his own 
way.’  / He was often the last good 
influence in the lives of down-going men. 

He claims to lack interest in the fate of 
others yet he is kind to those in trouble. (Ch 
1) 

...drank gin when he was alone, to mortify a 
taste for vintages. (Ch 1) 

Yet more contradictions in his character: he 
enjoys fine wines but drinks only gin. He 
does not give in to temptation, practising 
self-denial, a total contrast to his friend 
Jekyll. 

‘I wouldn’t speak of this note, you know,’ 
said the master. (Ch 5) 

Throughout the novel, Utterson is pledged 
to secrecy on anything that might harm 
reputation. He represses loose talk of any 
kind.   

‘Very irregular, very unseemly: your master 
would be far from pleased.’ 

Even in moments of great drama, Utterson 
is a stickler for respecting social norms. (Ch 
8) 

‘I would say nothing of this paper. If your 
master is fled or is dead, we may at least 
save his credit.’ 

Almost the last words which Utterson 
utters in the text reflect his deep-seated 
belief in repressing any unnecessary 
comment. (Ch 8) 

 

Classroom Challenge: Page 130 
Textual evidence Possible comment(s) 
The large handsome face of Dr Jekyll grew 
pale to the very lips, and there came a 
blackness about his eyes. (Ch 3) 

Jovial and sociable may be, there is another 
side to his character which is never far from 
the surface. This makes his ‘other’ side 
more believable when we come on it. 

‘... the moment I choose, I can be rid of Mr 
Hyde.’ (Ch 3) 

Jekyll is gravely deceived about his control 
over Mr Hyde. Ironically, it will be Hyde 
who, more and more, takes over Jekyll. 

...and there, close up to the warmth, sat Dr 
Jekyll, looking deadly sick. (Ch 3) 

The aftermath of the Hyde’s vicious murder 
of Carew is taking a heavy toll on Jekyll’s 
health. Hyde’s evil is now reaching into Dr 
Jekyll’s life. This was supposed to happen. 



‘...as my narrative will make, alas! too 
evident, my discoveries were incomplete. 
(Ch 10) 

Only when it is too late does Jekyll discover 
that in his excitement to channel his 
unattractive desire into a second body, his 
research, though extensive, has not been 
sufficiently thorough. Jekyll is paying the 
price of someone who overreaches himself. 

‘I knew well that I risked death.’ (Ch 10) For all his foolhardiness in attempting this 
experiment, there is a certain bold courage 
in his character.  

‘...above all, if I slept, or even dozed for a 
moment in my chair, it was always as Hyde 
that I awakened.’ (Ch 10) 

Far from being able to get rid of Hyde as he 
first thought, Jekyll is beginning to realise 
that Hyde is taking him over. Far from 
keeping good and evil separate, he is 
finding that evil is gaining the ascendancy. 

 

Classroom Challenge: Page 131 
Textual evidence Possible comment(s) 
‘...he gives a strong feeling of deformity, 
although I couldn’t specify the point.’ (Ch 1) 

Precise description of Hyde’s deformity 
defeats several people, but all remark on 
the impression of being malformed in some 
way.   

‘...at that, Mr Hyde broke out of all bounds, 
and clubbed him to the earth. And next 
moment, with ape-like fury, he was 
trampling his victim under foot...’ (Ch 4) 

This is not the only time Hyde is compared 
to an animal. The ferocity with which he 
attacks Carew certainly seems less than 
human. 

‘I was struck[...]with his remarkable of 
great muscular activity and great apparent 
debility of constitution...’ (Ch 9) 

Even Hyde is not free of the contradictions 
apparent in several characters in the novel. 
We remember, too, the odd mixture ‘of 
timidity and boldness’ commented on 
earlier by Utterson.  

‘This person [...] was dressed in a fashion 
that would have made an ordinary person 
laughable; his clothes [...] were enormously 
too large for him in every measurement – 
the trousers hanging on his legs and rolled 
up to keep them from the ground...’ (Ch 9) 

The incongruity of man and clothes 
underlines that in his physical and moral 
stature Hyde is a lesser man than Jekyll. 

‘...you who have derided your superiors – 
behold!’ (Ch 9) 

There is an underlying vanity in Hyde, 
absurd as he might look in his baggy 
clothes. He is enjoying showing off to 



Lanyon whom he clearly regards as his 
inferior. 

‘...he loathed the despondency into which 
Jekyll was now fallen [...] his love of life is 
wonderful...’ (Ch 10) 

While Jekyll was losing his taste for 
existence, Hyde’s relish for life seems 
unchanged. As Jekyll weakens, Hyde grows 
stronger. Evil seems to have an energy of its 
own. 

 

Classroom Challenge: Page 132 
Textual evidence Possible comment(s) 
‘With that [...] he set forth in the direction 
of Cavendish Square, that citadel of 
medicine, where his friend, the great Dr 
Lanyon, had his house and received his 
crowding patients.’ (Ch 2) 

Lanyon is not just any doctor; he is ‘the 
great Dr Lanyon’, a highly successful and 
well-respected medical practitioner. His 
opinions are worthy of respect. 

‘The geniality, as was the way of the man, 
was somewhat theatrical to the eye; but it 
reposed on genuine feeling.’ (Ch 2)   

 That there was a kind of act put on for 
social consumption (harmless in this case) 
hints that the whole man may not totally 
evident at first acquaintance. In this there 
are parallels with Jekyll. 

‘He began to go wrong, wrong in mind [...] 
such unscientific balderdash...’ (Ch 2) 

The rationalist in Lanyon is outraged by 
Jekyll’s fanciful notions of science.   

‘He had his death-warrant written legibly 
on his face.’ (Ch 6) 

That a thoroughly rational man such as 
Lanyon can be reduced to such a state after 
his encounter with Hyde suggests the 
monstrous nature of Jekyll’s work. 

‘I sometimes think if we knew all, we should 
be more glad to get away.’ (Ch 6) 

That such a worldly and successful man of 
medicine should lose all interest in his 
profession and life underlines the extent to 
which he has been totally overwhelmed by 
his experience.  

‘O God!’ I screamed, and ‘O God!’ again 
and again...’ (Ch 9) 

Again, the fact that such an articulate and 
rational doctor, no stranger to distressing 
medical situations, is reduced to merely 
screaming and repeating ‘O God!’ 
emphasises the extent of his outraged 
bewilderment.  

Classroom Challenge: Page 133 
1.Hyde's housekeeper in Soho   4. Utterson 

2.Inspector Newcomen    5. Enfield. 



3. Dr Lanyon ('flushing suddenly purple') 

Critical Reading 
The Essay: What’s Involved? 
Classroom Challenge: Page 140 
This exercise might be best conducted once you have had time to progress to some extent 
through at least one text. It might take the form of a class discussion wherein pupils put 
forward their own various suggestions for organising materials, with pupils themselves 
commenting on both the positive and negative points put forward. The bottom-line here is 
to get pupils thinking from early on how they are going to manage their raw material. There 
clearly is no one way which suits everyone, but it is important to focus their attention on the 
need for some effective way to collate and organise their materials for private study. 

Classroom Challenge: Page 145–146 
Statement 1 is too vague in one sense and too specific in another. It is too vague since it 
does not give the context that it is a hot summer’s day – and what kind of bubbles are 
these? Where are they coming from? What is that smell? It is also too specific too soon: the 
quotation would be more effective in the evidence section of the paragraph; the statement 
needs to set out the overall agenda for the paragraph, not concentrate on a single detail 
(which makes little sense here since there is no context for it).  

Statement 2 ‘Really good language’ is too weakly worded and vague. No indication of what 
kind of day it is. No indication of what kind of language is to be explored. An opportunity 
wasted to give the context and the agenda. No help in understanding what is to come. 

Statement 3: The writer pinpoints the context (peaceful scene, hot summer’s day) and sets 
out, using correct technical language, how the poet conveys this particular atmosphere. We 
are tipped off about what the writer is about to discuss: the figurative language which is 
employed for the scene-painting. A really helpful statement for giving pointers to shape and 
substance to the paragraph’s upcoming content. 

Statement 4: No context at all to suggest the kind of day and atmosphere evoked by the 
poet. Is alliteration all that is to be discussed? How are we to imagine how the butterflies 
moved about?  There is some kind of engagement with the mood of the poem but no real 
help in setting out what is to be discussed in the paragraph or how the poet achieves his 
effect, apart from some vague mention of alliteration. 

Classroom Challenge: Page 150 
1. Introduction    4. Body paragraph: statement 

2. Body paragraph: evidence   5. Conclusion 



3. Body paragraph: commentary  6. Introduction – this sounds like the last 
sentence of the introduction, suggesting as it 
does a ‘road-map’ for three distinct paragraphs. 

Classroom Challenge: Page 159 
a) 10; b) 3; c) 1; d) 9; e) 2; f) 7; g) 8; h) 6; i) 5; j) 4.  

i) pervasive; ii) reminiscent; iii) poignant; iv) relevant; v) adamant; vi) subtle; vii) recurrent; 
viii) evocative; ix) halting; x) ambivalent. 

This formula can be repeated usefully to target specific vocabulary for a play, novel or 
poems which you are currently studying with your students.  

Classroom Challenge: Page 160–161 

a) The play’s two main characters, while living together in the same house, lead very 
separate lives. 

b) There is definitely an absence of any embarrassment when Abigail, one of the play’s chief 
characters, is challenged about this. 

c) Lady Macbeth, described later as his ‘fiendlike queen’ loses no time in seizing the 
opportunity to plan the murder. 

d) Although this significant conversation occurs early in the novel, Natalie later disappears 
from it entirely.   

e) Nora, a source of much of the plays humour, retreats into a world of interior decoration. 
f) There is a ‘me’ in this poem, presumably Morgan himself. 
g) When Macbeth says ‘He’s here in double trust’, we see that his conscience is beginning 

to trouble him. 
h) Clare, whose name is a corruption of the French word for ‘light’, is always associated with 

sparkle and colour.   
i) Duncan is a character who, while being seriously flawed, is often referred to positively. 
j) It is necessary in a critical essay to answer the question and wholly unnecessary to re-tell 

the plot. 

Classroom Challenge: Page 161–162  
This gives ‘hands-on’ experience of dealing with the setting out shorter and longer 
quotations in an analytical paragraph. Note the difference between lead-ins which merely 
describe the quotation (a colon, then drop a line and indent) and those which introduce it 
(no punctuation to ease flow from lead-in to quotation, drop a line and indent)  

a) Anne Marie sees her father as someone with an irresponsible streak: 

‘ Ma da’s a nutter. Radio rental. He’d dae anything for a laugh so he wid.’ 

 In their household he is well-known for taking up projects and then dropping them: 



‘Wanst it wis building a gairden she, anither time it wis strippin an auld sideboard. 
And of course he’d start it and then get fed up and no finish. ‘ 

So when this ‘nutter’ takes an interest in Buddhism, Anne Marie sees it as no different from 
any of his other passing fads.   

b) The poet sees the day as ‘peculiar to this piece of the planet’ where  

‘larks rose on long thin strings of singing.’ 

So beautiful are the air currents that he sees their movement as the ‘shimmer’ of angels. 
Glorying in their movement, he feels  

‘The grasses  
 Shivered with presences, and sunlight  
stayed like a halo on hair and heather and hills.  

Delighted by all this beauty the ‘sunstruck madman’ as he calls himself foolishly comments 
on it to a grumpy passer-by. 

c) McSeveney presents downie covers as ‘big animals’ who  

‘sleep a lot of the time, 
 barely stirring as they snooze endlessly 
loafing around on beds.’  

When, however, their owner comes to change them, suddenly she has  

 ‘six by three 
 of feathery incorporeality kicking and screaming 
 in your hands.’  

She is quite brutal with them, choosing to ‘wrestle’ them to the ground, finding that only 

 ‘Pushing their head into the bag 
  keeps them quiet.’  

This, she feels, is the only thing to ensure peace and quiet from them: 

 ‘They give up after that. 
Pinioned in floral print polycotton  
they lie back down and sleep.’ 

Classroom Challenge: Page 162–163 
A play in which a flawed but sympathetic character appears is ‘Macbeth’ by William 
Shakespeare. King Duncan, whom Macbeth murders to win the crown of Scotland, is a 
character who reveals flaws, yet he is one whom the playwright presents sympathetically. 
Duncan’s flawed nature is established early on when we see the limitations in his kingship 
sharply revealed at international, national and personal levels. Our sympathy, however, is 
maintained by his generosity of spirit to all around him and the affection with which he is 



surrounded. Finally, Shakespeare surrounds him with images of growth and fertility which 
set him apart from the Macbeths, further adding to his sympathetic portrayal. 

Writing Portfolio 
Group A 
Creative Writing 

Classroom Challenge: Page 176 
Possible answers include: 

 ‘I did put the kitchen lights off...’ Anxious. A series of questions can help make a 
character sound insecure/needy as well as anxious. 

 ‘Let me see...’ Vague. People who are vague often resort to incomplete or 
fragmented sentences. The frequent use of ellipsis underlines this characteristic. 

 ‘OK, OK...’ Chatty. The use of contractions ‘she’ll’ and ‘bro’, together with minor 
sentences without a verb ‘No way’, ‘Not a pretty sight’ and informal expressions 
such as ‘you know’, ‘a kind of’, ‘jiffy’ suggest the speaker’s chattiness.  

 ‘So I said to Amy...’ Boring. Lengthy sentences with many unnecessary phrases in 
parenthesis ‘– she’s my first wife’s daughter, my step-daughter so to speak,’, ‘I have 
to say’ can help suggest a tedious person. 

 ‘Right, first things first...’ Dynamic. The use of ‘please’, ‘lady and gentleman’ and 
‘could you’ prevent this speech from sounding aggressive, but the short, clipped 
sentences and informal commands create a sense of urgency. 

 ‘No, not later, now.’ Aggressive. The short, abrupt sentences, often commands 
without politeness markers suggest a bossy nature. The repetition of the ‘you’ at the 
start of sentences has a hostile feel to it. 

Classroom Challenge: Page 186–187 
Possible answers include: 

 1 and 4 are possibly the weakest extracts here. 
 Extract 1 suffers from un-ambitious sentence structure: many are of the same length 

and construction. Dull word choice throughout. Too generalised a picture offered; no 
interest in giving detail of actions taken. 

 Extract 4 is similarly weak in sentence structure and word choice. Again, a 
generalised picture: ‘ferry’- which one? Going where? No thought of figurative of 
language to enliven description of any noun.   

 Extract 2 offers varied sentence structure. Begins with a lengthy, detailed list then 
contrasts this with a series of short sentences, some of them minor. Uses 
repetition/parallel structure.  



 Extract 3 makes good use of personification. Highly varied length of sentences. Use 
of inversion. Some attempt to parallel the external storm with troubled internal 
thoughts. Use of alliteration. Detailed description of setting and state of mind. 

  



Group A Activities 

Setting 
 Graveyard – 2 is the best. 1 is very basic, while 3 is over the top, clichéd “purple 

prose” that would put readers off.  
 Office – 3 is too basic. 1 and 2 are both better, but 2 is arguably the best; 2 is 

intentionally repetitive to show the mundane nature of work in the office.  
 Park –1 and 3 are good, but focus on different aspects of the park. The most 

effective one would depend on the story being written. 2 packs in too much detail, 
reading more like a catalogue than a description. 

Character 
 Angry Parent – 1 is too simplistic, direct characterisation, missing the chance to use 

more interesting verbs and only using indirect speech. 2 has more indirect 
characterisation, showing us the mother’s actions, allowing the reader to infer as 
well. 3 incorporates direct speech, which is a strength, though the description and 
voice is less sophisticated.  

 Confused Elderly Neighbour – 1 uses direct speech and significant details to paint a 
sympathetic picture. 2 is much more simplistic, despite picking out some potentially 
interesting details, like her not realising how cold she is – why not try rewriting this 
one to the same standard as the last one? 3 adopts a different style, all within the 
narrator’s mind, focused much more on the narrator’s perceptions, and integrated 
into their (apparently urgent) plot. 1 and 3 are of a similar standard, but of a 
different style. Which do you prefer? 

 A successful businesswoman – 1 is in the first person. There is a subtext here – the 
narrator seems unhappy, to somehow resent their success and its perfect façade. 2 
describes the same character, but from the perspective of another character, who is 
intimidated by her. Both descriptions are effective, but they focus on different 
aspects of her personality. (The contrast between these passages is the kind of thing 
you could exploit in a dual narration style short story, like Bernard MacLaverty’s 
‘Father and Son’.) 3 is similarly effective, but it takes a more objective tone, 
describing the character in detail, but without betraying a particular narrative stance 
or attitude towards her.  

  



Group B 
Discursive Writing 

Classroom Challenge: Page 196 
Possible answers include: 

 1 is from an argumentative essay. It dispenses factual information in a flat, neutral 
tone with vocabulary that makes no appeal to emotions: ‘information’, ‘figures’, 
‘obesity’. 

 2 is from a persuasive essay.  The informal command ‘imagine’ seeks to involve the 
reader directly. The vocabulary is unashamedly emotive in its appeal: ‘poor children’, 
‘alone’, ‘cold’. 

 3 is from an argumentative essay. It gives a balanced view of two sides of an 
argument: ‘to its detractors’, ‘to its supporters’. The vocabulary of this balanced 
sentence is purely factual with no appeal to emotions. 

 4 is from a persuasive essay.  The three rhetorical questions build to a climax as they 
seek to win over the reader in an emotive appeal. ‘our young people’ and ‘feeble 
efforts’ are terms aimed at an emotional response. 

 5 is from a persuasive essay. That ‘surely,’ marks out the writer’s attitude as he seeks 
to win readers over to his point of view.  Vocabulary is emotive in its appeal: ‘cash-
strapped students’, ‘struggling university sector’. Use of personal pronoun: ‘like us’ 
suggests informality typical of persuasive writing. 

 6 is from an argumentative essay. It is one long complex sentence ‘which, while...’. 
Vocabulary is neutral and totally factual. 

 7 is from a persuasive essay. That ‘No’ with which it starts is a feature of chatty 
conversation. The use of ‘folks’ continues this informality, as does the use of the 
personal pronoun ‘we’.  The repetition of ‘action’ strengthens the appeal as the 
speaker reaches out to move his listeners into doing something positive. ‘scourge’ 
also suggests an appeal to the emotions. 

 8 is from an argumentative essay. The quoting of information from an expert and the 
precise citing of its source are indicative of formal, academic writing such as an 
argumentative essay. 

Classroom Challenge: Page 201 
Students A and C are model students, marking citations from Gordon with inverted commas 
to indicate this and paraphrasing his ideas into their own words. 

Student B acknowledges to a certain extent his debt to Gordon in the first sentence. In the 
second sentence, however, he plagiarises Gordon’s phrase ‘afterglow of aestheticism’ as if it 
were his own without acknowledging that this phrase is not his. 



Student D puts ‘an artists’ colony’ in inverted commas, but this does not conceal the fact 
that almost all the rest is plagiarised from Gordon’s original text. He does not even mention 
Gordon! 

Persuasive Writing 

Classroom Challenge: Page 205 
Possible answers include: 

 Title weighted (using alliteration) against issue. Emotive use of ‘curse’ 
 Use of ‘you’ (and ‘us’) here and elsewhere to come close to reader. 
 Informal command ‘’look up’ 
 Rhetorical question. ‘Ever wonder where...?’ (But writer decides to answer it 

for reader!) 
 Emotive vocabulary: ‘Hitler’, ‘swarmed remorselessly’, ‘bastion of freedom’, 

‘spy cameras’ (not CCTV cameras), ‘ridden rough-shod’, ‘law-abiding citizens’, 
‘a staggering billion’, ‘nanny state’ 

 Parallel structures: ‘they have + ‘ed’ verb drive home the unattractive actions 
of CCTV cameras. 

 Attitude marker: ‘Surely, ...’ tries to steer the reader’s sympathies. 

Note also the writer uses abbreviations (a feature of informal tone): ‘you’ll’ He also uses 
inverted commas around ‘guard’ to suggest the cameras do no such thing. 

Group B Activities 

Introductions 
Introduction 1 

 Persuasive 
 Clear use of emotive language: “crisis”, “addicted to poison”, “killing them”, 

“exploiting the weaknesses”, “dangerous drug”, “tearing us apart.” 
 Some good use of sentence structure for effect, but weakened by the final 

sentence that is overblown without effectively using hyperbole; less would be 
more, here.  

Introduction 2 

 Argumentative 
 Clearly looks at both sides “on one hand”, “on the other hand”. 
 Overtly attempts to avoid bias “setting aside the polarising rhetoric of the Brexit 

campaigns”, “we cannot allow partisan demagogues and party politics to 
dominate” 

 Vocabulary is sophisticated and suggests a deep knowledge and understanding of 
the topic, though stylistically there isn’t much impact. Tone is spot on for 
argumentative.  



 Some sense of signposting key arguments.  

Introduction 3 

 Persuasive.  
 Some skill with sentence structure demonstrated early, and clearly written with 

passion. 
 A little too informal and abrasive in tone and language “two brain cells to rub 

together”, “gullible”, “seriously?”.  
 Problem is one of stance; such a vociferous opinion on two contentious political 

issues is a risky gamble in a persuasive essay. It risks offending a marker, and/or 
showing ignorance in some of its assumptions. The point – that the public can be, 
and arguably was, misled – is a good one, and this would be a good topic for a 
persuasive essay, but it must be handled with some sensitivity.  

Introduction 4 

 Persuasive 
 Good sentence structure – rhetorical questions, power of three, varied sentence 

length. 
 Good emotive language.  
 Stance is quite extreme, but less abrasive than referendum introduction and, if 

the rest of the piece is more measured, not too extreme.  
 Reliance on personal anecdote is OK, as long as the rest of the essay is not 

personal.  

Introduction 5 

 Argumentative.  
 Knowledge and understanding is good, clearly they have a broad understanding 

of the issues.  
 Not very focused, though. Takes a lot of time giving preamble and context, that 

isn’t really necessary and undermines the impact of the intro. Needs all the 
waffle cut out.  

Introduction 6 

 Argumentative.  
 Good K&U of the subject, and powerfully written. A good sense of tone at the 

beginning, that reads well, albeit slightly informal. It outlines the context 
provoking the debate, without going into the detail of its argument (i.e. no 
signposting), which is not necessarily a weakness, but something to consider.  

  



 Line of argument 
No. Letter Explanation 

1 C “In the wake of this news” follows on from the first paragraph outlining 
the news about the Vegan family in Italy. 

It ends with an assertion about media bias, which the next paragraph goes 
on to debunk.  

2 A “Simultaneously” refers back to the preceding paragraph in which the 
writer outlines the way children are raised to care for animals.  

It ends with the writer describing the distress children often feel when 
they realise where meat comes from; the following paragraph will explain 
how that distress is conditioned out of children.  

3 D The previous paragraph ended by asserting that we should not hide where 
food comes from. This paragraph explains why.  

4 E The preceding paragraph outlines the way that parents need to make 
decisions for their children. This paragraph develops this idea by 
considering the parents’ ethical reasons for making the decision to be 
vegan and arguing that it is natural for them to want to share this with 
their children.  

5 B There is a clear sense of summation in this final paragraph. The writer 
sums up the traditional view of vegan diets – a view the article has sought 
to change – before implying that veganism should be less controversial 
than a meat-based diet. The use of a rhetorical question to end is 
effective, leaving the reader to ponder this viewpoint, rather than having 
it baldly asserted.  

 

  



Listening and Talking 
Talking effectively in discussion 
Classroom Challenge: Page 228 
Responses for this will depend on the discussion. 

Classroom Challenge: Page 231 
Responses for this will vary from group to group. 

How to get the most out of your group 
Homework Helper: Page 232–233 
The 'Do say!' answers are just some of the many other polite ways of steering discussion 
politely but firmly. Pupils might like to suggest their own ways of avoiding the 'Don't say!' 
lines.  

Don't say!        Do say! 

This is doing my head in. Just what are we 
on about here? 

Am I the only one who's a bit lost here? 
Maybe we need to get back to the original 
question. 

I'm bored. haven't we done this point to 
death? 

Since we only have a few minutes left, 
maybe we should move on to the next 
point. 

You've gone on long enough! Give other 
folk a chance.  

Time's running on. Maybe someone else 
would like to come in here? 

For heaven's sake, Christine, you must have 
something to say. 

Christine, you're a bit quiet there. Would 
you agree with Mike on that point? 

And what's that supposed to mean, eh? 
Ever heard of facts and figures? 

I think I see what you're getting at, but 
perhaps a few more details might help? 

 

Classroom Challenge: Page 233–234 
Responses for this activity will vary depending on the topic and examples chosen. 

Classroom Challenge: Page 234 
The 'Public Comment' suggestions are only some possibilities. Pupils might like to list at least 
three other ways of formulating a public comment from their own private thoughts. 

PRIVATE THOUGHT PUBLIC COMMENT 
What on earth is Mark going on about? It's 
all his opinion. There’s no evidence to back 
this up. 

Mark, your opinion - as always - is an 
interesting one. Do you think you could give 
us some of the evidence that brought you 
to this conclusion? 

If they go on about this point much longer, 
I'm going to nod off. 

We seem to have looked at this point 
pretty thoroughly. Maybe we should be 
getting on to the next one? 



He's hogging the discussion. Claire knows a 
lot more about this than him. Why doesn't 
she say something?  

Claire, you're pretty clued up on this one.  
Do you have anything to add to Mark's 
suggestions? 

I don’t have anything to say here, but I 
need to say something! 

I liked what you were saying about solar 
power there, Mark. Could you give us a few 
more details, please? 

I'm lost. I thought this was supposed to be 
about solar energy? 

Am I the only one who is losing the thread 
here? Maybe we could back to what Claire 
was saying about solar energy? 

 


